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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF OPERATIONS FOR
VENTRO-SUSPENSION OF THE UTERUS.

nr S. M. HAY, M.D.

Gynecologist Toronto Werstrrn sospital and Consulting Surgeon Toront.o
Ortliopicdic losp1ital.

That retro-deviations of the uterus are among the 2nost
conmnon conditions found in gynecological patients is -vell
known.

The conbined observations of Winckell,1 Lohlein and
Sanger, embracing several thousand patients, show this con-
dition to occur in 17.74 per cent. of all patients of this class.
Other authorities place the percentage all the way from 15
to 33.

It miiglt be well to start out early in the consideration of
this subject with the fact clearly before us, that simple un-
conplicated, retro-displacenients of tie uterus frequently
cause no symptoins, and that in the great majority of cases, co-
existing pathological conditions are crying More loudly for
relief than the uterine malposition.

Althougli the .etiology of retro-deviations of the uterus, as
vell as physiological function of the various 'uterine ligaments,

are quite beyond the scope of this paper, still I feel justined
in referring br.ieflv to them, ns a correct conception of these
two important -points is absolutely necessary in order tliat -we
may inteliigently consider tlie varions operations in vogue for
the relief of this often troublesome condition.

Iead at nceting ot Onttrio Mcdfical Association.
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ETIOL0GY.

H. O. Coe 2 of New York, says that aside from neoplasms.
the principal cause of departure from the normal position of
the uterus, as well as for the distressing symptoms which
accompany this change of position, is not in overweighting of
the uterus, nor in relaxation of its ligaments, nor in weakening
of its pelvie supports, but is rather due to atony of the general
abdominal and pelvie musculature. Some, women carry large
uterine myomata without any pressure symptoms. On the.
other hand, a flabby young woman may get up in three weeks
from an easy labor and a perfectly normal convalescence, with-
out evidence of puerperal lesions or subinvolution, but yet
retroversion is present, and is accompanied by such dragging
and bearing-down pains that the woman is a semi-invalid.
This is from the general loss of tone and not from the local
condition.

Many women who have perineal lacerations and a moderate-
prolapse of many years' standing, do not consult a gynecologist
until after the menopause; this is due to the general loss of
muscular tone at that period. All the uterine ligaments, of
course, participate in this general loss of tone.

UTERINE LIGAMENTS.

When we study hum'an anatoiny? we find that the principle-
nature has applied to hold the various organs in place is that
of suspension by ligaments. Briefly reviewing the organs of
the human body, namely, the heart, the lungs, the liver, the-
spleen, the pancreas, the kidneys and the intestines, we readily-
admit that they are hung by ligaments from the bony frame-
work of the body. Not one of them is held in place or
receives support from anything placed· beneath it. The ovaries
and fallopian tubes bang on the posterior surface of the broad
ligaments by iteir ligaments. Reasoning bY analogy, and bas-
ing our conclusions upon the uniformity of nature's laws, the-
logical inference is that the uterus is held in place by its liga-
ments, and, weight for weight, no other organ in the body bas·
so many ligaments.

That these ligaments are compelled to support the uterus is
clearly demonstrated by the fact that, when the supporting-
power of the floor of the pelvis is absolutely destroyed by the
perineum being torn clear through into the rectum, the uterrs
remains in place. The only exceptions to this rule are found~
in cases in which the uterus is displaced and dragged down.
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by complicating conditions that overcome the resisting power
of the ligaments.

The chief action of the round ligaments is not suspensory,
but rather to guide and uiinit the excursions of the fundus.
In their quiescent state they hold the fundus to the front, and
thereby secure the impingement of the intra-abdominal pres-
sure upon the posterior 'surface of the uterus. With an over-
full bladder the fundus uteri is carried quite to the promontory
of the sacrum, and the intra-abdominal pressure is found to
impinge upon the anterior surface of the uterus. 'The round
ligaments prevent the uterus from being gradually crowded
down into a permanent retro-displacement.

The main functions of the broad ligaments are to furnish a
suppori for the uterine appendages, which are hung upon its
posterior face, and to furnish safe conduct to the blood vessels
in their course to the uterus.

The chief purpose of the utero-sacral ligaments if not their
sole function, is to retain the uterus in its normal position.
The two sets of ligaments-the utero-sacral and the utero-
vesical-taken together, form a sling 6f tissue reaching from
the promontory of the sacrum to the symphysis, in which the
uterus hangs suspended by their attachments just above the
internal os. The utero-sacral ligaments prevent descent of the
uterus as a whole, while the utero-vesicals control the to-and-
fro, or antero-posterior motion.

VMIroUs OPERATIONS.

A great many operations, some fifty in number, have been
devised for correcting retro-deviations of the uterus. Some of
these are worthy of mention, although nany of them have
practically fallen into disuse.

The operations of vaginal fixation of the uterus, operations
upon the anterior and posterior vaginal walls, as well as opera-
tions done through the anterior and the posterior cul-de-sac;
for example, on the utero-sacral ligaments and on the round
and broad ligaments, do not properly come within the range of
this paper, so will only receive a passing notice. -

We now come to the-.consideration of the two most reliable
operations employed for tlie relief of these backward displace-
ments of the uterus-the two which have successfully stood
the test of time and ëxperience-the two which receive greatest
prominence in our most recent text-book literature. T refer to
(1 Alexander's operation of shorteningr the roimd ligaments,
and to (;) ventro-suspension of the uterus. Most. if not all,
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of the other operations are only on pýqbation, while many have
have been distanced in the race or fallen by the wayside.

Bland Sutton34 in th.e 1904 edition of his work, says:
"Hysteropexy and the operation for shbortening the round liga-
ments are the two principal methods of dealing with this con-
dition.

Penrose,- in his work of 1904, says: "The two operations
that have deservedly met with the greatest favor are ventro-
fixation or ventro-suspensio.n of the uterus and Alexander's
operation."

Dudley,6 in his book of 1904, mentions: (1) Alexander's
-operation, (2) abdominal hysterorrhaphy, (3) vaginal
lhysterorrhaphy.

Garrigues7 in his Gynecology of 1905, only mentions: (1)
Alexander's operation, (2) vaginal shortening of the round
ligaments, (3) shortening the round ligaments. from the
abdominal cavity and (4) ventro-fixation, or susnension of the
aiterus.

Montgomery," in his text-book of 1900, says: "The opera-
lions for the correction of retro-displacenents of the uterus
-consist in manipulation of the natural ligaments, such as the
shortening o the round ligaments, which may be extra-peri-
.toneal or intra-p.eritouteal, ventro-fixation or quspension of the
uterus, and vag.inal operation for fixation.

Reed,l in bis text-book on Gynecology of 1901, includes the
-various operations under three headings: (1) Shortening the
-round ligament, (2) ventral fixation or suspension, (3) vaginal
-fixation.

Herman? of London, in his work on Diseases of Women of
1898 (p. 157), mentions three surgical methods of dealing
-with retro-deviations of the uterus: (1) Vaginal fixation, (2)
Alexander's operation, (3) ventral fixation;

You will observe that all the authorities quoted mention
Alexander's operation and ventro-spspension, of the uterus,
while some add other operations. to the ist.

A.ExANDE's OBERATION,

Alquie,'0 a Frenchman, conceived the idea of shortening
the round ligaments for retroversion in .1840. He did not
operate. AIexander, of Liverpool, performed his first opera-
tion in 1881. Adams, of Glasgow. onerated independently
two months' later than Alexander, but published more than six
monltis earlier. But I shall not go farther into the history of
ftis operation, neither shaR I consume tine bY a description
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of its modwus operandi., both of vhich may be far better ob-
tained by reference to any standa-d work on the subject.

Girig'Ies says: " 1his. should be the operation of choice,.
but it is contra-indicated if the uterus is held back by ad-
hesions, or in old woinen in whom the ligaments become
atrophie."

Herman, of London, says: "Alexander's operation per-
manëntly cures retroflexion of the uterus, but it dòes not cure
prolapse. If cystocele is associated with retroffexion, your
patient will not be cured. It is not without danger, which
comes from the difficulty of the operation, difficulty in finding
the ligaments. In many cases opeiators have failed to find
thern, and fatal injury lias been inflicted in the search. The
pulling on the ligaments interferes wvith their blood supply,
and resulting inflammation may lead to deep suppuration
which may spread to the peritoneum with fatal results; or the
suppuratiòn may come toward the surface, leaving a weak
canal. Later, the ligaments may slip back and the uterus be-
corne displaced again. A canal thus weakened by suppuration
favors hernia; in ~fact, the inguinal canals cannot be -wholly or
partly opened up without favoring hernia.

Reed 1 considers Alexander's operation indicated in any,
backward or dowîrward displacement in which there are no
adhesions. Wherc the utei-us is greatly enlarged and the
utero-sacral ligaments are also relaxed, very little benefit can
be expected to follow Alexander's operation alone.

There are several complications to be taken into account.
Adhesions in the inguinal canal sometimes effectually .prevent
the drawing out ôf the cord. We may encounter a delicate
cord. In a few instances the cord vill break. i some in-
stances it lias been found not to run through the inguinaT
canal.

Penrose5 says the field of this operation is very limited. It
is not applicable when there are adhesions, nor when there
is disease of the tubes or -ovaries req.uiring operative treatment.

Montgomery 8 mentions the d*sadvantages .of Alexandùr's
operation as: (1) Two incisions have to be niade. (2) The
operation is limited in its application. It is-only in those-cases in
whieh the uterus is niobile that we cau practise the procedure.
(3) The round ligamenfs are soihetimes so -attenuated as to
be of little use in raintaining the orga. In one -operatio
df his the .ligameuit on -one side was entirely absent. .(4) In
cases of infection the infected ligament may slip baék, carrying
infection in beneath the peritoneurm.

4179
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Pryor " does not endorse Alexander's operation. The
operation has two disagreeable sequelæ; hydrocele of the liga-
ment and inguinal hernia. He has collected fifty-four cases of
hernia resulting from the operation. He says curettage and
properly performed plastic work will cure uncomplicated retro-
position whenever Alexander's operation can, and without its
accidents. Pregnancy is not influenced by it.

Dr. E. C. Dudley6 says, in the last edition of his Gynecol-
ogy, that: Alexander's operation is only permissible when the
operation is not complicated by a tumor, inflammation of the
uterine appendages, adhesions or other impediments to replace-
ment. The field, therefore, is not very great.

VENTRO-SUSPENSION.

The operation of ventral suspension" of --he uterus will
be always inseparably connected with the naies of
Ohlshausen, of Berlin, and Kelly, of Baltimore, for having
the genius of proposing, executing and describing a systematie
operation; although a similar operation had been previously
performed by other surgeons in isolated cases and with in-
definite plans. iFor a description of the technique of this
operation I would refer you to Kelly's " Operative Gynecol-
ogy," or to some other of the many excellent works on the
subject.

Herman 9 says: "In retroflexion with descent, in which
pcssaries fail, ventral fixation is the only treatment that will
cure." He has known patients who have been invalids for
years made able to lead active lives by this operation..

Reed' speaks of fixation and not of suspension, and says it
is limite& to those cases in which pregnancy is impossible, and
to cases of very severe prolapse with great relaxation.

Penrose5 says the operation that at present seerns.to possess
most advantages for the cure of those cases of retroversion of
the uterus that cannot be cured by the pessary, is the operation
of ventro-suspension of the uterus. If this operation is pro-
perly performed, the course of subsequent pregnancies and
labors seems to be in no way impeded.

Montgomerys asserts that ventro-fixation permits the in-
spection and treatment of intra-peritoneal conditions which is
of great advantage. A disadvantage is that it has been found
to interfere in some degree with gestation and labor. He also
mentions a case where a large portion of intestine slipped
behind the band of adhesion, became strangled and caused
death.
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Garrigues' says it is better to shorten the round ligaments
than to fasten the body of the uterus to the abdominal vall, as
the pseudo-ligament has more than once led to ileus and death.

Pryor" thinks ventral, fixation objectionable because it
pulls the body of the uterus out of the pelvis into the abdomen.
He also says it straightens out the utero-sacral ligaments, caus-
ing them to come together and constrict the rectum. He is of
-opinion that the operation has little effect upon pregnancy, but
conduces to faulty presentations of the fetus and to dystocia.

Dudley' states that the contra-indications of Alexander's
-operation become at once the indications for abdominal section
.and suspension. Hence the field for this operation is nuch
wider than for the round ligament operation.

Bland Sutton 4 says hysteropexy and the operation for
shortening round ligaments are the two principal methods of
dealing with this condition, but he strongly prefers hysteropexy,
as it is the more satisfactory operation and gives excellent
results. In a small percentage of cases of hysteropexy it has
been followed by difficulties during labor. These risks are
small when the attachments are properly made.

Howard Kelly 2 suspends the uterus only in cases of per-
sistent retroflexion \vhich refuse to yield to similar plans of
treatment through the vagina, and then only when- the dis-
comforts of the retroflexion are sufficient to interfere seriously
with health.

The two principal objections made against the operation of
ventral suspension of the uterus are its supposed influence
upon pregnancy and labor, and the risk of a portion of the
intestine slipping behind the suspensory ligament, becoming
obstructed and thus causing death.

Let us notice what some authorities say on the subject.
Howard Kelly" renarks: "I have heard from 49 married
women upon -whom I have performed my suspensory opera-
tion at a date sufficiently remote to form a judgment as to the
result. They reported 14 cases of pregnancy, and in only one
of these was there any complication attributable to the suspen-
sory operation. In that case the uterus was suspended, not by
the fundus, but by the ovairian ligaments. The womb became
infected, the ligatures were discharged, and the uterus was
bound to the abdominal wall by broad dense adhesions. This
woman had an instrumental delivery and recovered.

Penrose5 and his assistants did ventro-suspenson. 310 times
in seven years; 211 of these women iade written reports of
their condition. Of the 20 women who became pregnant and
went to full term, the course of pregnancy was normal, and the
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children wvere all born alive. One woman had a prolonged and
difficult labor, though the forceps were not used. In one case
forceps were used to deliver a 10-lb. child, who presented in
occipito-posterior position; in the remaining 18 cases labor
was normal. Eight cases out of this series miscarried. The
operatioù of ventro-suspension seems to have had nothing what-
ever to do with .producing the miscarriages. The author still
continues to perform this operation with -equally satisfactory
results, and says if this operation is properly performed, the
course of subsequent pregnancies and labors seems to be in no
way impeded. The operation should always be accompanied
by perineorrhaphy and trachelorrhaphy when these operations
are required.

Beyeaà makes the statement that there is scarcely an opera-
tion in surgery which bas been subjected to more adverse
criticisn than ventro-suspension; no operation which has been
more often incorrectly performed and its objects more often
misunderstood.

We hear froin one quarter that as a result of the abdominal
adhesion, the course of gestation has been greatly interfered
with; we also hear of the induction of labor, and even in a few
cases Cesarean Section bas been necessary, that labor at term
is difficult and domplidated, and that abortion or miscarriage
often occúrs. It is said that an intestine has caught behind
the suspension ligament and intestinal obstruction, rësulting in
death, hás occurred. It is also said that recurrence of displace-
xnent frequntly takes place.

Beyeas3 says: ".Regardless of these criticisms, which must
be accepted as facts, and -which form the standpoint of the
writer's condemning the operation, in my experience of
ëleven years in 465 cases, ventro-suspension of the uterus bas
ever proven an efficient operation, has never been dompliéatëd.
and never produced anormal gestation or complicated labor."

I believe in the large majority of cases wyhere failures occur
or where serious complications arise, it is the fault of the
particular method of ventro-suspension performed by the
operator and not the fault of the operation itself. A -positive
fixation and not a suspensioii bas been perfoimed.. Othet
operators ftil to obtain a sufficiently strong suspensory liga-
ment, and displacement or failute follows.

If the proper conditions of this oieration are secured, then
the complications of gestation and labor -will nôt and dannot
occur.

Dr. Beyea" wrote letters to the 465 women operated upon
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and had replies from 272 of them; 94 per cent. of those who.
replied were either restored to excellent health, or god health,
or improved in health as a result of the operation of ventro-
suspension alone, or combined with other operations required
on the appendages or perineum and cervix. About a dozon of
the women said the uterus had gone baôk, but in an examina-
tion of two of these, the uterus was found in good position.
The report of recurrence came chiefly from women who iad
since borne children.

Beyea reports a personal knowledge of five cases of recur-
rence. In three it occurred before the patients left the hos-
hital, in two as a result of coughing in an attack of pneu-
monia, and in the other the attachment was separated by the
resident physician in removing the sutures frôm the cervix.
In another, the woman, regardless of ·advice, took up heavy
household duties inmediately after returning home, lifting
an 18 months' old child several times a day. In the fifth case
the uterus was found retroverted to the second degree, and on
opening the abdomen again the ligament was seen attached to
the anterior surface of ·the uterus well below the fundus, which
doubtless accounted for the recurrence.

-I here quote from Dr. Beyea13: "The important question,
the influeýnêe of this operation on the course of gestation and
labor, I wish to particularly call to your attention. Of the 272
ýwomen, 153 are now at the time ôf this study, -married; this
number including suêh as have had operàtions on the. tubes
which might render them teérile; 119 are single or widowed,
or the òpëration rendered thein absolitely sterile.

"Of the 153 mari-ièd women, 41=have bén pregnaInt since
operation; 37 have goné to term and borne a li'viûg clild; 5
have twice borne a child; 2 have given birth to twins; 1 twice.
One woman died of eclampsia followiÈg a normal labor; in
4, instruments were used. at birth; once for posterior rotation
of the occiput; in 1, there was an unusual, but not sufficient
to be termed post-partem, hemorrhage: in 2 the labor was
long ana diffcdlt, òne lasting three days, and in one there w's
1itemorrhage durina pregnaney, the eåu'se of which was not
determined.. In none of the 47 labors as described by the
patients and the attending physician -was thére complicatio
whiéh could be attributed to the operation. It was thought
possible 'that the operation wvas the cause of the hemorrhage in
the one case folloding labor, but there wras no proof.

"As to the other complications, the use of forceps and long
labors, they are complications which are not infreqiient where
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no operative procedure had been performed upon the uterus,
and are not more than normally frequent here.

" Nine of the 153 women have aborted or miscarried; 5
twice; all before the sixth month; 9 or 14 miscarriages or
abortions, considering those induced, for these cases represent
all classes of women, is not more than the average percentage
in 153 women.

" There were no operative complications, no instances of
intestinal obstruction in any of the 465 women. There was
1 death, which occurred 18 hcurs after a cervical dilatation
and ventro-suspension of the uterus, the operation lasting 30
minutes. The post-mortem failed to discover the cause of
death, and.the conclusion was that death resulted f rom surgical
shock, for there was a rapid, failing heart action. The mor-
tality, 1 death in 465 cases, was therefore a little less than one-
fifth of 1 per cent.

" Considering that this experienee· extends over a period of
Il years and represents an accurate study of 465 cases in
which the special method of 'ventro-suspension of the uterus
described was performed, with the fact that 41 of the 153
married women have become pregnant, gone to term and
passed through normal labors; that but 9 of the same women
have miscarried; that there have been but 5 recurrences of the
displacement, always for a sufficient and active cause, and that
95 per cent. of the 272 women responding to communication
report complete relief of symptoms or improvement in health as
a result of the operation, the conclusion is warrantable that this
particular method of performing ventro-suspension is com-
pletely satisfactory and its results most gratifying. Its mor-
tality being one-fifth of 1 per cent. in our experience, makes
it practically free from danger to life, and no objection cau be
offered for this reason. Its performance is most warrantable
and its sequel less frequent than the extra-abdominal opera-
tions, such as the Alexander-Adams."

Personal experience makes stronger impressions upon the
mind than text-book literature. I have done the operation of
ventral suspension of the uterus 24 times in my own practice,
and have probably assisted my colleaues in an equal number,
nakinz in all an experience of- about 48 operations. T have

carefully preserved notes of all my 24 cases. In 3 of them
T had occasion to reopen the abdominal cavity at a period of
nearly three years after the suspension -had been donc, 1
.for appendicitis, 1 for ovarian cyst, and the other for disease
of the ovary. In each case the iterus was in good position
with a suspensory ligament from- 2 to 4 inches in length stil]
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present and apparently on duty. In one of these three, the young
lady iad got married and had a child at term, the labor was
norual, both miother end child did well. On opening her abdo-
men the reond time, .L had the opportunity of demonstrating
to my privae gynecological class a uterus in normal. position
-and a suspensory ligament of between three and four inches
in length, which had evidently participated in the involution
-of the uterus, which normally followed her delivery.

In only one instance, so far as I can learn, bas redisplace-
ment occurred. This was in a stout lady 44 years of age.
The uterus was large and heavy--sound, passed 3/ inches.
There was also prolapsus uteri; a long, thick lacerated cervix
protruded 172 inches outside of vulva. . It was of long stand-
ing. She was euretted, cervix repaired and ventral suspen-
sion performed. Patient did well for over one year, when a
sudden fall on the buttocks was blamed for causing re-
displacement.

Personally, I feel that in her case the special operation was
Inot well chosen. I should have amputated the cervix, tied off the
tubes and performed a positive ventral fixation. A long cervix
has not sufficient room in the vagina to lie comfortably across
that canal, so aided by the action of intra-abdominal pressure
-on the long cervix, the latter gradually assumes a position in
the axis of the vagina, the fundus uteri falling backward, so
in this way retro-displacement and prolapse again occurs.

COoicE Or OPMUTION.

In putting experience, practice, theory and study of the
lilterature together, I come to the following conclusions:-

That the conscientious, iesourceful operator will be bound
by no rule, but will aim to suit the operation to the particular
-case in hand. If for any reason the posterior cul-de-sac bas
been opened, an attempt should be made to correct a retro-
displacement by one of the methods which fix the cervix well
*back in the hollow of the sacrum--Pryor's for example.

That Alexander's operation should be the operation of
-choice in all uncomplicated cases. That complications are the
rule, consequently this method is very limited in its field of
usefulness. That uncomplicated cases are those in which any
.operation is least indicated. That all methods of shortening
the round ligaments by doubling them up from within the
peritoneal cavity, utilize the strong portion of the ligament
leaving on duty the weak, stretched portion within the abdo-
minal wall to streteh again in course of time.

485
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That ventral suspension-=not fixation-when properly per-
formed in combintion. with other procedutes, does relieve the
malposition, and prevénts. more surely than any other method
a recurrence of the same. Its dangers are sniall, if any, in.
subsequent pi-egnancy and delivery. It has the advantage of
being quickly and easily performed, and is applicable in all
cases where any other method is, and in very many cases it is.
the only method that offers a reasonable hope of permanent
cure.

That those who criticize most severely the two time-honored
operations-Alexander's and ventro-suspension-are those who
have some pet operation of their own, or a modification of
sonie one else's to extôl.

In conclusion, Mr. President, I am here to make the state-
ment that -while ventral suspension, in common with every-
other human endeavor, las its failures as well as its successes,
it more nearly approaches a universally applicable operation
for refro-deviátions of the uterus than any other method known
to the medical prifession.

184 Spadina Ave., Toronto.
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RESECTION OF THE SPLENIC FLEXURE OF THE
COLON, MALIGNANT DISEASE, WITH

EXHIBITION OF PATIENT AND
SECIMEN.

Br INGERSOLL OLMSTE, 1M.B., A.mILTO.

This patient, Mrs. X-, was seen with Dr. Arnott, of
Hamilton, on the Gth of March, 1904. He informed me that
she had been taken seriously ill three days previously with
-cramps in ber abdomen, sickness of the stomach and vomiting.
She had not had any movement of the bowels for three days
before ber attack. Her abdome7. becahie distended and, i
spite of purgatives and high enemas there was no free evacua-
tion. She had had some fever and increased, frequency of
pulse. When I saw her she -was mucli better, the bowels had
mioved freely and she said she was nearly well.

Her history. obtained, is as follows: Witli the exception of
-one sister, who died of a tumor of he womb, ber family his-
tory is excellent.

She bas had nearly every disease of childhood. She mar-
ried, had two children, but no miscarriages. During the last
18 years sho bas been troubled with asthma. The menopause
occurred in lier forty-sixtli vear, and was unaccompanied by any
particular unpleasantness. She bas always worked hard, bas
been a hearty eater, but was never troubled witli any dis-
turbance of the digestive tract till two years ago.

The present illness began quite suddenly in January, 1902.
She awok-e one norning with crampy pains in the abdomen,
nausea and vomiting. The pains were 1elt especially around
the navel and left liypochondriac region. Tbere was some
abdominal distension and constipation of the bowels. The
bowels acteid after a large enemua bad been given, and fresh
~blood was seen in the stool.

During the last two years she lias had frequent attacks like
the one described, which lasted fron one or two hours to two
and three days. Relief cnim as soon as fie bowels moyed, and.
almost invariably some frèsh blood. -was found in the stools.

Two of tiese attacks were quite severe, one. in October, 1903,
wlich lasted. about ton days, and anotier in Tanuary, 104,
wliich lasted two weeks. Tt was very dificult to get the bowels
-nioved at thlat tine, and sie hid considerable fever.

* Read at the Ontario Medical Aeiociation. Toronto, June, M905.
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Bectween the attacks she vould have about two stools daily,
but at no time did she have a lara-e, well-formed motion.
When one of lier attacks appeared, and enemas were given,
small, bard fecal masses about the size of marbles came away.
During the attack in January, 1904, Dr. Arnott felt a lump,
about the size of a walnut, in the left side of the abdomen,
between the last rib and the ilium. After the attack this lump
could not be felt. Her weight had diminished about thiry
pounds during the last two years, and she lias been almost free
from her asthma.

She is a medium sized woman, fairly well nourished. The
lungs are slightly emphysematous, heart sounds normal,
arteries somewhat thickened and urine negative.

The abd.omen is not distended and no peristaltie waves are
visible. The liver has normal dimensions. On palpation, a
lump about the size of a small oran-e is felt in the left flank,
just under the edge of the ribs. It possessed very little
mobility.

A diagnosis of cancer of the colon was made, and operation
advised.

She entered the City Hospital and was operated on on the
12th of Mardh, 1904.

Under ether anesthesia a long oblique incision was made,
following the course of the fibres of the external oblique
muscle, just to the biner side of the txunor. On opening the
abdomen this tumor was found to be in the upper part of the
descending colon and attached to the inner part of the trans-
verse colon, the splenie lexure being free. The great omentmun
-was attached to and covered the inner side of the growth. No
grandular involvement could be felt.

The mass, including the distal end of the transverse, splenie
flexure and upper end of descending colon, was freed from its
attachments, clamped off -with Eocler's intestinal clamps and
removed. The two divided ·ends of the bowels were brought
together and an end-to-end anastomosis was made by means of
sutures over a large Robson bone bobbin. The coats of tle
proximal portion of the bowel were very much lypertrophied.
Three rows of sutures of fine black silk were used in maing
the anastomosis, and the omentum was also stitched over the
junction line. The abdomen was closed without drainage.

There was very little shock followinrr the operation, and con-
valescence was without incident

She returned to ber home at the end of three weeks, and has
gained in 1iealth and weiglt ever since.
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Strange to say, ber asthma bas returned, and now it is the
only thing she complains of.

On opening the bowel and cutting through the tumor, the
growth is found to almost completely close the lumen of the
intestine, only a small opening, which would scarcely allow
the passage of the small finger, being left through the centre of
the growth. The upper surface of the growth is tlcerated, and
lying free in the bowel above this is a plum stone. This had
evidently acted like a ball valve. The patient says she remem-
bers having swallowed a plum stone the previous fall.

The tumor proved to be a cylindrical-celled epithelioma.

CONSTITUTIONAL TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOUS
DISEASE IN BONES AND JOINTS.

BY W. E. GALLIE, 3.B., ToRoTro.

The treatment of surgical conditions among children con-
sists very largely of a struggle with tuberculosis. A study of
the statistics, compiled at the Hospital for Sick Children, since
1891, shows thot disease of the hip, spine, and knee, constitutes
fully three-fourths of the cases admitted to the surgical de-
partment. The presence of so la-ge a number of these cases
in our hospitals bas led to a fine development of the orthopedie
treatment of the disease, and bas also directed our attention
to the great good that can be accomplished by the judicious
employment of the therapeutic agents that nature bas placed
in our hands. It is by the employment of these latter forces
that we hope to raise the vital resistance to such a degree as.
to arrest the advance of the disease, and to allow the process-
of regeneration of fibrous tissue to finally obliterate it alto-
gether.

The most important of the natural forces is to be found in
the open air. Oxygen is the iniversal antitoxin, and there-
fore, -the purer and more plentiful the supply, the higher will
be the vital resistance. Experience has thoroughly proven this
theory, as the hospital iecords conclusi've1y show. For ex-
ample, the followin.r history:

A boy, aged ten years, was admitted to the Hospital for
Sick Children suffering from knee-joint disease. The joint
'was in hie. acute stage, extremely painful when touched or

* Extract. from pIper prcsentcd to tle Post-Graanate Society of Toronto.
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moved, and manifesting, the usual deforinity of flexion, with
spasn of all the surrounding muscles. His extreme pallor
and emaciation clearly showed the deep constitutional inroads
that had been made by the prolonged absorption of toxins and
the constant presence of pain. For a month lie underwent the
usual treatment for this condition, but in spite of thé fact that
everything was done for him that orthopedic science and
dietetic and tonic treatment could devise, le practically made
.no progress toward recovery. He vas then transferred to the
Lakeside Home on Toronto« Island, the summer home for the
convalescents from the eity hospital. The eifect of - utrng was
most remarkable. In six wee.ks lie had gained fifteen pounds
in weight, and the pain, of which lie had been a constant suf-
ferer, had completely disappeared. Examination of the knee
.showed that all the acute symptoms lad passed away, and from
that tine onward he continued to steadily progress. At the
end of the summer he w-as discharged froin Lakeside, wearing
.a Thomas splint, practically completely cured.

But it is not isolated cases that we are obliged to resort to to
-demonstrate the value of the fresh air treatment. The history
*cited above is simply an example of the results obtained in the
great majority of these cases. During the winter months there
is in many instances a considerable loss of ground, and at best
a mere arrest in the advance of the symptoms, vhile in the
-summer, wlhen the patients are at the Island, there is invari-
.ably narked improvement.

The method of administering the fresh air treatment is very
simple. The Lakeside Home is so constructed, that for each
ward, there is a verandali of equal -ize, facing either to. the
.south, east or west. On these verandahs the patients lie in
their beds, both night and day, only being removed to the ward
in stormy wcather. Awnings are arranged for protection from
the sun during the hottest part of the day, and to.shut out the
wind on gusty nights, but in the mornings and late afternoons
-a sun-bath forms .part of the routine treatment.

This method of dealing with the disease seems to be an ideal
-one, and gives the only hope of checking its advance, no matter
in 'wliat part of the body it ii-ay le found. It is the. sugges-
tion of this paper, that whenever possible, tuberculosis of bones
and joints be treated in sanitaria, or if this is impossible, in
the homes of the patients. in exactly the same manner as is
-outlined in thie modern treatment of .tuberculosis of the lurngs.
It cannot be doubted that many lives are beinr lost or rendered
-useless by the non-appreciation of the benefit to be derived'
-lrom the proper application of the pr.inciples of lygiene, and
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the sooner the publie becomes acquainted vith the splendid
results obtained at the Lakeside Home, the sooner -will the long
list of disastrous results obtained fron ordinary treatment be
diminished.

Other points in the general.constitutional treatment may be
referred to more briefly. Bodily exercise is naturally bene-
-fcial. This brings up the great question of the relative merits
of tht rest, and ambulatory treatments of the disease. By
some it is advocated that absolute rest of the limb is impera-
tive until far on into the stage of convalescence. Others say
that if the patient were allowed up early, with as efficient
fixation of the joint as is possible by the use of apparatus, this
stage of convalescence would be reached much earlier. This
seems to be a question to be solved solely by a consideration
cf the class of the patient, and the nicans iàt hand for estab-
lishing the open air treatment. In --New York, where an enor-
mnous out-door practice is carried on among these patients, it
is the custoni to put them at once into ambulatory splints and
to ]et them walk about in the open air, and thus to some extent
to counteract the effect .of their unsanitary homes. Hlere in
Toronto, where we are able to deal with all such cases within
the hospital, a median course is pursued, a course which is
probably the ideal one. For the first four or six months ,the
patient is confined to bed, absolute rest in the joint being
enforced. If at the end of that period, the acute symptoms
have fairly well subsided, lie is allowed to get about with the
aid of an ambulatory splint. There is an indefinite point in
the progress of a case, before which it would be risky to allow
the jarring which must be encountered in walking, but after
which, it is better to employ the aid to convalescence, of allow-
ing the patient to walk about and enjoy some healthy exercise.
The risk of allowing a patient up too early is demonstrated
by the frequency with which these patients return to the hos-
pital, within a month or so, vith all the acute symptoms as
pronounced as ever.

But although it has been decided to keep the patient for
some mionths in bed, this is no reason -why he niay not have a
certain amiount of exercise. . At the Ohildren's Hospital, the
patients are allowed to use their arms to the fullest extent, and
.Often calisthenic exercises are practised to develop the muscles
and lungs. Breathing exercises are of great benefit, increasing
the vital capacity of the patient, and insuring more perfect
oxygenation of the tissues. Combined with these, massage is

-iseful, taking the place to a certain extent of the vigoroum
miuscular contractions of a healthy child.
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With regard to diet, the methods employed in the Sick
Children's Hospital have nothing new to advance. The prin-
ciple which guides the choice of diet is the one that prescribes
for patients of diminished vitality, nutritious and easily
digested food. The idea that it is wise to stuff a tiberculous
patient and load him up with a weight of fat was long ago
abandoned, since this process only increases the auto-intoxica-
tion, the verv thing -we wish to avoid. Eggs and the rare
meats, therefore, constitute a large part of the solid foods, and
milk has a prominent place among the fluids. It is often very
difficult to get these patients to eat anything at al], and in
these cases the finest art of cookery must be introduced to stimu-
late the flagging appetite.

Of the use of drugs as tonies little can be said, except that
it is not wise to give these patients any medicines that are
likely to injure the stomacli and the process of digestion. Tron
is probably of some use in correcting the anemia which de-
velops in this, as in all wasting diseases, but care -must be
employed in its use, because of its effect on digestion. Cod
liver oil and the hypophosphites are often administered, but
we are unable to report any brilliant results from their use.
It is not from the use of drugs that we can hope for a rise in
the vital resistance, but froi the judicious and persistent
employment of the sun, the air, and good, nutritious food.

4 9 2



Selected Article.

THE PREVENTION OF APOPLEXY.

13 T. CLIFFORD ALLBUTT, M.D., F.R.S.,
Regius Professor of Physics, University of Camibridge.

From the tiie of lipp)crates physicians have aimed, by
methods better and worse, at thc forecast of disease. They
have perceived that successful forecast is not only of prime
utility in the particular case, but is the test by vhicl they nust
be judged concerning their knowledge of the causes of disease,
a knowledge in which must lie, in the long-run, our connand
of the means of cure. And if, leaving the particular instance,
wre turii our eyes towards the broader incidence of disease, we
shall see that a knowledge of causes is the only way to what is
far more .than individual cure, namely prevention. On sucli
considerations as these we may be content to be judged to-day.
To the great Italians of the early renascence we owe far more
than we are vont to acknowledge. To them we ove not, indeed,
Hlarvey himself, but surely the spirit and the teaching which
made Harvey what he was; and as in Hlarvey physiology
began, so pathology had its chief source and inspiration in
Mforgagnui.

Virchow has said that the key to Morgagni's reform was the
substitution of the question, Where is disease ? for What is
disease?-the substitution of an enquiry into the place and
order of the phenomena, instead of that which had ruled the
iMiddle Ages, the eiquiry into the essence of disease. Since
Morgagni's day the revelations which have rewarded this
change of attitude and nethod have been prodigious, aid not
in the direct results of anatomnical search. only. By the new
method wide and deep changes have penetrated thence into the
fields of clinical and therapeutical knowledge. In thera-
peutics, for instance, the distance between Morgagni and Wilks
was as grea-t as in morbid anatomny itself. The refori was
sound, useful and progressive, alnost above our appreciation.
Yet, like all reforms, it has had its defect or partiality. To
ask, as Virchow put it, W«here is disease ?-unless we give an
infinite extension to the word " where "-is to convey too
stationary a sense to the problem; to make it too statie. Among
the consequences of this limitation was a certain fatalismx, both
of pathology and of therapeuties; and tis the more that. as in
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the vast majority of cases the necropsy does not take place till
the disease lias wrecked the organs affected, the mind is in-
pressed by the destructive and inevitable aspect of the event,
rather than by the orocesses, often very protracted and in-
sidious, in which the event was generated. It is recognized on
all hands that from this statie attitude of observation prognosis
and therapeutics sufYered much loss; and during the last
decennium the acuter observers of elinical phenomena have
been engaged in encouraging a less fatalistic prognosis in dis-
eases of the heart and kidneys, in tuberculosis, and in many
other maladies. In diseases of the nervous system, as we
should expect in the sphere of greatest complexity, one in
which the causes are more profoundly withdrawn from direct
observation, this fatalism still oppresses the physician. Where
these diseases -are seated is but too apparent; but by what pro-
cesses they accumulate is as yet concealed from us. Now the
ravages of disease are grievous enough without the desponden-
cies of the -post-mortem room. We shall gain heart, and the
patient will gain hope, if we turn our eyes for a little vhile
from this theatre to the clinical laboraitory, in search of the
genesis of disease; in an endeavor to detect the first small
beginnings, which, unchecked, issue in such miscarriage. We
shall not indeed go back to enquire, What is disease? but we
shall not stop at the morbid anatomist's question, " Where is
disease ?"; we shall -ask farther, How is disease ?

Olinically, we have aiven up the catastrophic notion of
disease; we have learned that its catastrophies are sudden only
to him who is bhind to their aonroaches. The springing of a
mine is astoni'shinst to. its victims, but is no surprise to the
sapper who laid it, who carried the élues to his tent, and at the
just moment touched the button. The very name of apoplexy
-in latin, sideratio-signifies a stroke as if from the stars;
the victim is, as it were, planet-stricken. And so it appeared
to our fathers who gave it the name, and to malny a generation
after them; nay, so it appeaas still to the inexpert public. Yet
nowadays the pathologist himself-ossessed at first with
fatalist submission, silent before the violent outbreak of blood
into the delicate web of the brain, pondering in helpless disinay
what man could have done in face of such a stroke--has begun
to try to get behind the catastrophe. Now he is demonstrating
to the bystander that granular kidneys, perhaps,-at any.rate
damaged arteries, and an abnormal heart, are precedent con-
ditions. -o that the event is surprising only to the unwarned.
At this stage the eager mind questions farther and farther-
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how comes it that these arteries, these kidneys, this heart, are
so changed ? For all this is no swift infliction; it signifies
modifications implying a long duration and gradual progress,
modifications which again cannot have been without their
insidious causes to take us farther back still; and so on. Thus,
as in tuberculosis, ve are laying aside the attitude of amaze-
ment or. resignation, aud are putting on that of the scout; if
perchance we may detect the first approaches of the enemy, or
even by timely diplomacy prevent him before war is declared.
We are receding from the fatalism of the early pathological
anatomists, and returning to that desire for more and more
timely forecast which distinguish the schools of Gos and
Cnidus; the forecast in which lie the proof of scientifie know-
ledge and the means of prevention.

At the present time ve -are enthusiastie in the foreknowledge
and prevention of tuberculosis; we are waylaying the epi-
demics in their courses; we are ardently pursuing the tracks
of cancer; and as one by one'we disarm them, we are gathering
understanding and hope. It is my desire to-day to bring you
to a like encouragement in respect of the apoplexy of cerebral
hemorrliage.

That cases of " stroke " are not all the same kind, we have
known for some time past; especially since the researches of
Rirkes. On the cases in which healthy arteries are blocked by
casual embolism, however, I have not now to speak; moreover,
we will set aside all cases in which the effects of extrinsie
poisonous or bacterio-toxic agents are concerned. We are to
consider those in vhich disease of long-standing is found in the
arteries about the seat of the hemorrhage. In a large number
of these cases, however, we find no effusions of blood, or none
in bulk, at any rate; the circulation of the brain is arrested,
but by a silting up of the arteries rather than by rupture of
them. Moreover, in these cases we find that the heart, abnor-
mal as it may be, does not indicate present or previous hyper-
trophy; often indeed an atrophy. We find too that the arteries
of these cases often present calcification of the middle coat,
while the body at large is one in which senile change is far
advanced, and probably not advanced prematurely-the
patients do not run betweein sixty-five and seventy, but between
seventy-five and eighty-five. In apoplexy by cerebral hemor-
rhage, the outbreak in the brain is no failt of this organ, but
wholly its misfortune. By apoplexy we lose day by day able
citizens whose mental powers before the fatal seizure were
intact both in vigor and quality. The pathological sign.s are
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those of some slow injury to the blood-vessels; but tie heart is
or has been hypertrophied, and the resuilt of the conditions is
rupture rather than occluswon.

Now what do we know, or what can ve find out, concerning
these awful visitations ? .For the last quarter of a centur: J.
have taught that in a large number of cases of sanguineous
.apoplexy the kidneys are not granular; and if in soie of them
they are fibrous, they do not partake of the nature of chronie
Bright's disease. This I affirin on the condition of the secreting
structures of the tubes, which dwindling or crushed as they
inay be here or there, present no foci, or traces of past foci, of
,degeneration or necrosis. Professor Osler lias given his valu-
able judgment in favor of the proposition that a large number
of eases of the kind we are contemplating are not attributable
to chroie Bright's disease. Now, my belief is that if we can
-carry our analysis of causes far enough back, we shall reach a
junction where we shall travel on a line of common approacli to
apoplexy vith Bright's disease and to apoplexy without it; but
for present convenience, and under flie restriction of time, I
must rule ont the Brightian class. It is by the study in the
first instance of the simpler case that we shail get back to the
j unction.

Now in a case of apoplexy what do we find in the damaged
parts ? Brain assunably healthy; heart hypertrophied;
arteries spoiled: the phenomena lie then in the mechanism of
the circulation. Thus, in accordance with our desire, we step
back from the statie point of view. and enter upon the dynamic.
WM\e shahl try to discover which of the variables in this function
-aro altered ? In a simple case the hcart presents no primary
-changes, but changes altogether secondaiy; essentially it is
not only healthy in tissue but lias worked for a long time at
high pressure, thus doing not less but more than its contract.
Such changes as may be seen àn it are conpensatory, or, if
.morbid, evidentlv consequential. Then w'hat about the
-arteries? These have undergone a change, call it atheroma,
-sclerosis-what you will, so long as we are agrecd on signifi-
cation-but, diseased as they -are, they have not silted up, as
in the cases we contemplated but to put aside, but have burst.
Wh iy have they burst? Because they have been subnitted, not

*only to the mean pressure of age, but also to the augmenting
mean pressures of a reluctant 'periDheral circulation. They
have burst at last for the same reason that thev have sustained
.gradual injury; namely. by the accumulation of obscure
stresses. which, if wc might observe and measure them. we
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might avert and interpret. I put aversion before interpreta-
tion because happily in many conditions of life we can take
up our guard before we know why we are the object of hos-
tility, or even before we recognize our enemy. We do not
know why in cases such as these the circulation is enbarrassed:
the cause of the reluctance in the periphery lies still beyond
our ken. But, briefly, I may say that the cause nust consist
either in a narrowing of the calibres of the arteries or strean
bcd over a very extensive area, if not indeed universally, or
in an increase of viscosity with excessive friction in the blood
itself. I have been asked somewhat tartly how I demonstrata
excess of viscosity, and in what it consists? My answer is,
that I never said that the blood in these cases is more viscuous,
but that there exist the two alternatives only which I have
cited-narrowing of the channels and increased friction with-
in the fluid itself. To decide which is the cause, or, if both,
the degrce of eaci in the combination, I never pretended. But
i admit that it is not easy for me to conceive a contraction of
arteries in all or virtually all areas without compensatory
dilatation in some of them. It has been suggested to me that
in elderly persons the depressor property of the heart and
vaso-dilatation may be stiffened or abolished. But a simple
test will indicate that our vaso-dilator mechanisn is not mneh
abaited. Let an elderly man enter a hot bath. For a short
time at first he will find the radial artery contracting; let
him continue however to observe, and in two or three minutes
he will fnd tl. artery beginning to dilate, until it is largely
distended; and a coresmonding aflux of blood takes place to
the surface. This is not dilatation of the splanchnic area,
it is true; but if vaso-dilator mechanism does not rust up in
-one ares, it probably does not in other areas..

It is alleged that in the elderly the arteries become refrac-
tory because of sclerosis, wiereby their valls grow sluggish
-or stiff. This explanation, by the way, is inconsistent with
that which attributes excessive arterial pressures to arterial
contraction over large areas. And in. any case to attribute
high pressure to selerosis, and to overlook the large class of
,cases in which arterial degeneration is manifested without
rise of pressure is bewildering. Again, by some wiiters in-
-crease of arterial pressure is explained as a " hypertonus " of
the arteries, a resuscitation surely of that older pathology
which used to attribute disease to "lypertr&phy of the
heart"? It is conceivable, of course, that a morbid state of
tle vaso-motor centre, due to some persistent irritation in the
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spot, might keep up general and persistent vaso-motor con-
traction. Still this is not very probable, nor do I know that
this is the. view of those who discuss "hypertonus." Must
we not assume for the present that hypertrophy in the arteries
is produced by the samei mechanism as in the heart, namely,
by persistentlv excessive pressures on their internal sur-
faces? In ny opinion the vice lies not in a morbid tone
of the vessels, but in excessive internal pressures, such as
obstruction at the periphery would set up. If, then, arterial
spasm be also a factor in the hyperpiesis, it seems more con-
sistent to atrtibute this to the same cause as that, whatever
it may prove to be, which chokes the periphery. My obser-
vations are that in some oases of rising pressures without
Bright's disease, arterial spasn, whether primary or conse-
quential, is manifestly present; but in others, perhaps the
majority, it is not ôbvious. In some we have what I have
called the "large, lax and leathery" artery; in others we
find the " wiry " artery. The first kind may be regarded as
" arterial tension," for in these cases the effects of tension
are very manifest in the consequent tortuosity of the vessels;
in the walls of wiry vessels this stretching effect. and indeed
the sclerosis itself, is less apparent. Yet in ny experience the
wiry hyperpiesis is far more difficult to reduce.

However, 'to come to the matter of prevention; if, concern-
ing the mechanism of persistent rise of inean arterial pressure,
we are in the dark; happily, there is less doubt as to the treat-
ment of the condition. If the patient is to be saveà from
an apoplexy, it is only by long anticipation that the proclivity
can e counteracted. It seems probable that a disposition to
hyperpiesis runs in families; if so, in such families vigilance
is imperative. But the teudency is too common to be regarded
as one confined by any such hereditary limits. Even in chil-
dren and youths it is by no means rare, though I have little
information on thé deferred consequences of hyperpiesis in
such patients. Such information must be obtained from the
family physician, who watches clildren from infancy to youth,
from youth to maturity. This I can say, that in young people
it inay thicken the arteries plainly enough; but the thickening
is of the muscular coat only, not of the intima, for it will dis-
appear, as a hypertrophy of the heart disappears in persons
who put aside causes of exceptional stress on this organ. The
care of these juvenile cases, then, does not fall so near the
group of potential apoplectics as to require our attention to-
day. Stili, I think a study of these precocious cases may throw
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light not only on au undescribed disorder of children, but also
upon the causes of hyperpiesis in the elderly.

The aim of this discourse is to prevent apoplexy, which is
a message to elderly persons. I have heid against all comers
for many years that artûrio-sclerosis, as distinguished from
the sclerotic decay of senile involution, is not the cause, but the
consequence of rising arterial pressures. lu my view, then,
prevention must lie first in the detection of a special tendency
to a persistent mean rise. I need not say that occasional rises,
even of morbid origin, are apt to, occur in all persons, and to
disappear before the vessels are permanently damaged. In
others, however, the rise is persistent, often to very high
degrees; yet if this tendency be detected in its earlier phases
il; can-in many instances, at any rate-be reduced and kept
down; but the longer the story, the older the rearrangement
of parts, the harder reduction becomes. I urge, tlien, that as
a matter of routine every adult of the age of forty and up-.
vards should have his blood pressures measured by the best

instruments available-instrments which I have not now time
to discuss. And I urge that this appreciation should be re-
peated every five years, say till the age of sixty, when, if there
be no great increase-I say no great increase, for in almost
all elderly persons there is some rise of mean pressure-the
danger of apoplexy may be disregarded.

Of the principles of treatment of hyperpiesis ve cannot be
completely assured till the obscure points I have mentioned
are cleared up. That there is any difference in treatient
between the leathery and the wiry artery people I cannot say.:
So far I have not been able to discover more than that, as I
have hinte? in the latter the perversion is far less submissive
to deobstrut- treatment, as generally understood, than in the
former. Nor can I find anv therapeutical divergence of prac-
tical value between burly, red-faced people and the spare and
pallid. I am disposed to think, however, that pallor and wiry
vessels are more frequent among the sedentary, and that the
burly, red-faced people are of those who may over-eat and
over-drink themselves, Iut take, on the other hand, much
exercise in the fresh air. lu the former there is a long his-
tory of relative excess in feeding; in the latter of positive
excess. It cannot be too earnestly declared that nearly all men,
and not a few women, take far more food than they need; and
that the sedentary persons, such as scholars, lavyers or mer-
chants., althousth prompted bv some nervous exhaustion, they
live more generouslv than cowboys, need very nuch less food
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than they habitually consume. If, then, iii an.: persoi we find
persistent rise of mean ressures, we shall revise his mode of
life; advising regulated exercise, abstinence from alcohol-
which, if not an initiator, is a potent ally of othîer influences--
and a great reduction in intake of food. In these cases also,
the regimen and the waters of certain spas-such as IIarrogate,
Carlsbad, or Marienbad-are invaluable.

The readiness of response in individuals is very various.
In some, as I have said, reduction is attended with mu.wch
-difficulty; in otiers a couple of seasons at a bath, with pune-
tilious restriction of diet and .regular exercize, suffice to put
the danger aside, at any rate for a time. In others. do what
we may with regimen and medicines, such as mercury and
salines incessantlv brouht to bear, the rise, even if set back,
.comes up asain and azain. In such nersois the ultimate
resuilt of apol)lexy is pretty certain. It seems probable that
the systematic blood-lettings of our forefathers, who w'ere hi-
feeders, was a rough-and-ready method of preventing norbid
augmentations of blood pressures; and I an disnosed to think
that, practised withî more discrimination, we might find in it

:a valuable remedy in the habit of body I have alluded to. I
mnust honestly confess, however, tlat I have not had the moral

-courage to recomiend it. Vaso-dilators are, as we should
expect, disappointing. The high pressure is conserrative, so
that to reduce the pressure without reioving or relieving the
-causes which import it is to set natural readjustinents at
-naught. So lonz as the higli pressures cau persist the blood
-is driven through tlie eriphery, and tle natient mnay feel
ivell enough; it is when the cardias energy besins to siacken,
-and vaso-dilators are. apt to slacken the heart also, that le
-isuffers from the sense of exhaustion, the vertigo and the
norning ielancholy -which vaso-dilators bring on factitiously.
Notwithstanding, vaso-dilators nay on occasion aid us at

-cri tical momnents.*
I need not sav that if a slight apoplexy occur, these meas-

iires nust be undertaken w flic more determination. Too
-often, unfortunately, we are n1ot consulted until flie enemy is
upon us; still, even then, on the lines I have indicated, a
Teturn of the attack mnay be postponed vith no littie success.

In conclusion. let ne urge upnon you in all cases in which
-VoU are consulted by middle-aged persons, to note the blood
)ressures. and if possible to record tlieni by ineans of one of

the instrmnents -which give us at any rate :approximate esti-
-mates in this research. Not rarely, in nonsultation with
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physicians whose ability is above my praise, I note higli blood
j>ressures which they had not heeded, although they muay freely
admit the truth uf the observation when their attention is
drawn to it. Evem the most capable of us are apt to sec what
we expeet te see, and that only. Moreover the nost erudite
fiiger cannot always be trusted. It is ny purpose, therefore,
to invite you to take heed to the state of pressure in all middle-
.aged patients, and, if o.casion occur, ii persons who, not
admitting any ill-health, may nevertheless be breeding an
apoIlexy unawares; a few years more neglect, ard the event,
unless anticipated by a fatal pneunonia, may be inevitable.-
Brisol Medico-Chir. Jour.
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MEDICINE.

IN CHARGE OF W. Hl. B. AIKINS, 11. J. HAMILTON, C. J. COPP
AND F. A. CLARKSON.

Almost Complete Absence of the Inter-Auri-ular Septum, with
Infective Endocarditis.

Total absence of the inter-auricular septum is very rare,
hence the following case is of special interest. For three weeks
the patient had experienced a general malaise, had frequent
spells of coughing, dyspnea and diminution of appetite. The
day before entering the hospital he had siall but repeated,
attacks of hemoptysis. When seen by Collet and Beriel he
had great dyspnea, but was not eyanotic. Examination of the
heart showed considerable hypertrophy; the apex was in the
sixth space, where also could be heard a systolic murmur, ex-
tending towards the axillary line and the back. Respiration
at the base of the lungs was somewhat muffled. The liver ex-
tended two finger-widths below the ribs; the urine contained
albumen. Two days later there was heard another systolie
murmur over the pulmonaxy orifice; the temperature ranged
from 37 deg. to 40 deg. Subsequently there developed general
edema, blood-stained sputa and dulness over the bases of the
lungs. Only tbree days before death was there noted a distinct
cyanosis. At the autopsy, numerous foci of broncho-pneu-
monia were found in the lungs. The kidneys, on histological
examination, showed evidence of subacute nephritis. The
heart was much hypertrophied, specially on the right side;
the inter-auricular septum was absent and the aurieles coin-
municated through a large opening limited only by a ring of
sear-like tissue; there were also evidences .of endocarditis and
mitral insufficiency. As for the origin of the condition, it
could possibly be due to an ulcerative endocarditis of infaney
that had not been diagnosed. The greater probability was thot
it was a congenital malformation. A fact worthy of mote -was
the absence of cyanosis, in spite of the free mingling of venous
and arterial blood. The cyanosis observed during the last tlree
daiys of the patient's life was due to the foci of broncho-pneu-
monia and to the infarcts, whicl considerably disturbed the
pulmonary circulation.-Translated from Giornale Tnter-
nazimale delle Scienze 3edichc. by HARLEv SMIT.
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-Insufficiency of the Heart in Mitral Affections.
Stein, as the result of clinical and histological investigation

-of the heart in thirteen cases in whicl the disease was of
-heunatie origin, tries to prove that the symptoms of cardiac
asthenia in affections of the mitral valve, do not always de-
pend on myocarditis. Of his patients only four presented
-evident lesions of chronie myocar-litis; in the other cases, there
were found only small foci of sclerosis in the myocardium; the
-connective tissue in these foci was an adult fibrous connective
tissue, embryonal cells being found only occassionally. The
snall size of the lesions found (none was visible to the uaked
eye), and their varied location, could not have much influence
-on the function of the heart. Often in patients dying of other
diseases there have been found much graver lesions of the
2nyocardium, which had not produced any symptom of asystole.

In order to explain the sudden asthenia of the heart in
some mitral cases, vith insignificant lesions of the myo-
cardium, one may suppose that some of these small cicatrical
foci invade the intrinsie motor centres of the heart with a
:sudden fatal result. But since the cases of sudden death are
relatively-. infrequent, we must infer that the result is due
either to a functional nervous disturbance, produced by the as
.yet unknown toxines of rheumatism, or to the extension and
arrangement of the valvular changes themselves. Stein, hav-
ing produced mitral insufficiency in some rabbits by wounding
the valves, has proved that the insufficiency having reached a
-certain degree, can be no furtber comipensated by the myocard-
ium, and that the animal succumbs without presenting a trace
-of myocarditis.-Translated from Giornale Internazionale delle
Scienze Mediche, by RARLEY SmIIT..

Influenza.
In introducing a discussion on this subject at the Hunterian

Society (Brit. Med. Jour., May 6th) Olifford Allbutt said
the disease was apparently a very old one. Every century
since the twelfth has had a virulent outbreak, and in almost
-every century there bas been a distinguished observer to record
it for us. The epidemie of 1540 was very fatal.1 In the
seventeenth century we have both Willis and Sydenham as
observers; in the eighteenth, IFothergill and Heberden were
the historians. Of the pestilence in 1733, Huxham has left a
-lassical account, and in 1803, we have a description by prob-
ably the greatest physician 'who ever lived-Laënnec. In the
last century, the epidemic of the forties was less severe than
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that in the thirties, but the outbreak in 1889-90 was perhaps
the most fatal in its effects.

The disease seems to be endeic in Northern Central Asia,
just as cholera is endenie on the Ganges. The outy>ost f rom
which the last epidemic is definitely traced to us is Bokhara,
followiiig from there the three chief trade routes westvard.
It was in St. Petersburg in November, 1889, and early in
December it was in London and Paris. New York vas
reached eight or nine days later, but nearly two months
elapsed before such remote districts as Hudson Bay were
afflicted by the unwelcome visitant. The thing most worthy
of note in this respect was that the larger towns, where only
the express trains stop, were the first to suffer.

At this time, few physicians regarded the disease as con-
tagious, thinking that it sweut the folk down like an atmos-
pheric wave. We know now, of course, that the terrible sud-
denness is accounted for by the very short incubation, appar-
ently sometimes even less than twenty-four hours, nearly
always .less than forty-eight hours.

Allbutt thinks the disease is propagated by the sputun and
spray of the respiratory tract, for lie has never known a
patient prove infectious who had no involvement of the air
passages.

The public susceptibility in the 1890 epidemic was terrific.
Ko one seemed immune. Young children, however, were not
so often attacked, and when they did fall victims they suf-
fered little from sequels, except in the ear. The imnunity
lasts nearly always six months, and more often a year.

The morbid anatomy has most to do with the lungs. The
consolidation is never quite of the saine appearance as that
of the so-called croupous pneumonia; the surface is softer,
more uniform and more glistening. If there is a lobar in-
flammation, it is almost always associated with lobular patches,
and is seldoin confined to one lung. It is a useful general -ule
to remember that the sputum of influenza1 pieuinonia is never
rusty. Influenza, too, m<iy cause cavities in the lungs.

Pleuritie effusions in this disease do badly; pericardial,
worse; and empyemas seldom recover.

The heart in influenza is a little inexplicable. Although
the histological changes amount to very little, yet the heart
is in special. peril, more, perhaps, than in any other infectious
disease.

The characteristie symptoms are the extremely sudden on-
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set and tie great prostration. The convalescence is usually
prolonged, but fortunately, when the malaise does leave, it

departs ahnost as suddenly as it came.
To the three formns conunonly distinguished, nervous, res-

piratory, and gastrointestinal, Allbutt would add a fourth,
the continuous, which is not so unconmnon. A point vorthy
of note in diagnosis is that the urine in influenza is not high-
colored and is not lateritious.

After an attack, chloroform should never be given as an
anesthetic, on account of the cardiac weakness.

A sequel not inentioned in books is the obstinate recurrence
of profuse paroxysmal sweats for months after.

In treatment, the writer insists that the patient go to bed
the moment he suspects influenza, stay there till he is over the

.acute phase, and live on a low nitrogen diet, such as milk and
custard. F. A. c.

Perforation in Typhoid Fever.
Scott (Univ. of Penn. Bull.) has collected from the records

of the Peinsylvania Hospital some valuable facts on this sub-
ject. One-fourth of all the deaths from typhoid are due to
this cause, and probably one-quarter of these could have been
saved by surgery. The perforation occurs between the second
and fifth week, most often in the ileurn. Generally it is small,
and pin-point.in size, due to gradual erosion of the ulcer.

The three most important symptoms in the diagnosis are
pain, tenderness and rigidity, thoughi all may be absent. Loss
of liver dulness and shivering are very unreliable signs, neither
does the blood-picture give any satisfactory information. The
temperature chart shows, first, a sudden rise, and then a slow
fall, but, as ordinarily kept in the hospital, this may not appear
at all.

Urine After Anesthesia.
Goodurn (Therap. Gazet.).found albumin or casts, or both,

in 40 per cent. of his patients after chloroform. With nitrous
oxide, followed by ether, the perentage was 12, while ether
alone gave 39. Suga.r was found in about 1½ per cent. of
cases, by all methods of administering the anesthetic, ether
having a slilght proportion more. In all cases the albumin
and casts disappeared in a few days (rarely more than ton),
while sugar was absent :after the first day.
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IN CHARGE OF ADAM H. WRIGHT, K. C. McILWRAITH, FRED. FENTON AND
HELEN MAcMURCHY.

Five notable papers on obstetrical subjects, comprising, indeed,
a large part of the initial number, appear in the new Inter-
'nationat Meclical Magazine, which appeared in Chicago on July
1st, under the title "Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetries."
The papers above referred to were all read before. the American
Gynecological Society at its annual meeting at Niagara Falls
in May, 1905, and are as follows: " Appendicitis and Pregnancy,"
by J. Clarence Webster, Chicago; "Sudden Death during or
immediately after the Termination of Pregnancy," Edward P.
Davis, M.D., Philadelphia; " Pernicious Vomiting of Pregnancy,"
J. Whitridge Williams, M.D., Baltimore; " Clinical Types of
Pregnancy Toxemia," J. Clifton Edgar, M.D., New York;
"Appendicitis Complicating Pregnancy," Henry C. Coe, M.D.,
New York.

Dr. Davis' paper is exceedingly interesting, and in addition
he gives a valuable bibliography and a tabulated history of
27 of the recorded cases. His conclusions, derived from his
own experience and from a study of 193 papers on the subject,
are these:-

lst. Sudden death may occur after abortion,labor or operation,
from undemonstrable causes, autopsy finding no adequate reason
for the accident.

2nd. Death may follow abortion, labor or operation from the
rapid formation of a pulmonary embolus.

3rd. Patient may die suddenly after labor or operation at
any period within a month from primary thrormbosis and
secondary embolism.

4th. Ainong the rare causes of sudden death in parturient
women and operative cases must be mentioned sudden nervous
i-eflex from vaginal manipulation, a patient dying immediately
upon vaginal examination fron no assignable cause.

Dr. Whitridge Williams speaks of Reflex, Neurotie and Tox-
emie Voiniting of Pregnancy, and has no hesitation in saying,
from his own experience, in at least a certain proportion of the
toxemic cases of vomiting of pregnancy, characteristic lesions
may be found at autopy, and are identical with those observed
in acute yellow atrophy and icterus gravis.

Dr. J. Clifton Edgar describes, with cases, eiglit types cf
Pregnancy Toxemia.

Dr. Coe opens his paper with an expression of surprise that
so little attention is bestowed on appendicitis complicating
pregnancy, by recent writers on obstetrics. This is right
enough--for example, in Jellett's new book, appendicitis is not
even mentioned by name once. It does not appear even in the
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index, nor anywhere in the text, so far as we can see. But if
Dr. Coe will consult our own Canadian text book on obstetrics,
.(Wright), he cannot fail to be pleased with the way the subjeet
is handled there.

OCæsarean section seems to be gaining ground again. Of 82
r nt operations of this kind 20 were performed for eclampsia.

A recent case of furuneulosis and abscess of the vulva in
private practice in Toronto was apparently benefited by the
administration of saccharomyces cerevisiæ in the form of
brewers' yeast 5 i ter in die. This remedy is, of course, sup-
posed to act by increasing leucocytosis.

The Induction of Laber.
Dr. Shiell, Assistant Master of Coombe Maternity Hospital,

Dublin, in a paper on "The Induction of Labor," (Brit. jed.
Journal), reports some cases and concludes as follows, respect-
ing the methods adopt'd: I believe No. 10 bougie is the size
most generally used by those who catheterize the uterus. I
have tried larger sizes (12 and 14) where the os would admit
theni, and having once got them through the cirvex found they
were more easily introduced and with less danger of rupturing
the membranes. The larger sizes, as one woulit expect, appear
.also to irritate the uterus to a more marked degree. Whatever
.size is used, there is no need to injure the placenta in aiy way ;
-as, if during introduction the placental site be reached, the
bougie can be gently withdrawn and reinserted in another
-direction. Infection will not occur if proper antiseptic pre-
-cautions be taken, but there is no operation in obstetrics which
more severely tests the aseptic technique of the operator. The
profession owe to Krause a debt of gratitude for his introuction
-of the bougie inetbod of induction of labor. His method was
not entirely successful in all .my cases-even after repeating it
.a third time. We have, in digital separation of the membranes
and tight plugging of the vagina, powerful and useful adjuncts.
Injection of fluids into the uterine cavity is a method which
.seems to me to have but little to recommend it. With the sole
object of stimulating uterine contraction I consider the branched
dilator superior to the inelastie bag of Champetier de Ribes.

In no instance in which I have used it did the former fail to
-excite pains, but it has its indications and limits, too. I prefer,
and consider it safer, not to use it unless the cervix is taken up
largely, if not entirely, gaining this end by the other means
which I have spoken of.

With regard to the instruments themselves, Bozzi's, the
,original. bas been entirely superseded by Frommer's invention-
the latter with its eight blades against Bozzi's four- and there-
'fore during dilatation the os is more nearly a true circle,

4
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consequently there is less fear of laceration. Seigneux's new
instrument is a heavy, clumsy article; it also has but four
blades, but they work at a considerable angle with the shaft;
this angle at first sight appears to be-as the inventor claims
for it.-a distinct advantage, w'hereas in actual use I have found
it most disappointing. Also in the particular Seigneux's instru-
ment I have used-if not in others by the same maker-I have
found the much greater rigidity of the antero-posterior blades,
as compared with the lateral blades, a great drawback to its use,
as the os during distension is thereby made diamond shape.
Although not the newe.st invention, Frommer's instrument is, I
believe, the best so far produced.

I have suggested and successfully used a little manœuvre
with this instrument, by which the operator car estime te and
control the amount of tension he is subjecting the cervix to.
It is as follows: During dilatation up to say 3 em. diameter,
use the instrument, with the two anterior blades entirely
removed, inserting the forefinger with nail towards the instru-
ment intu the place lately occupied by the blades removed.
This finger will act as efficiently as would the blades if left in
sit&, with the added advantage that the operator can estimate to
a nicety the tension of the cervix, and so cause dilatation to
proceed quickly or slowly as the occasion demands. As dila-
tation progresses, the replacement of one of the blades reinoved
will still allow sufficient room for the finger, until finally all
the blades may be replaced, there being still room to admit the
finger between any of the blades. I kncw of no other 8-bladed
dilator on the market which will admit of one or more blades
being removed or replaced without taking the whole instrument
asunder.
. Working upon past experience, when a case comes under my

care which for one reason or another requires induction of
labor, and great haste is not essential for the safety of the
patient, I shall, if the os be small, dilate up to about No. 16
or 18 Kelly's dilators, inserting then into the uterus three of
the largest bougies capable of passing through the os at the
same time, and tightly plugging the vagina with sterilized
gauze.

If this had not the desired effect in twenty-four hours I
would repeat the treatment, and as soon as the cervix was
partly taken up, if uterine contrac ions were not strong, I would
use the Fronimer to stimulate them, and allow Nature to
complete delivery if no complication arose later.., Should it

.happén-and so far .1 have been fortunate in its not
occurring with me-that the membranes were accidentally
ruptured during manipulation with the dilator, then, and not
till then, woltd f be tempted use the hydrostatic dilators tô
assist me in the induction of labor.



OPHTHALMOLOGY AND OTOLOGY.

IN CHARGE OF J. T. DUNCAN, M.A., M.D.,0.M.

Obligatory Teaching of Otology.
In the December Annals of Otology, Rhinotogy and Laryn-

gology (1904), Professors Gradenigo and Politzer, of Vienna,
strongly urge, in separate articles, the necessity for the obliga-
tory teaching of otology in the medical schools.

Coffee Amblyopia.
It is a well-known fact that tobacco will cause varying

degrees of amblyopia (loss of vision), but it is not so generally
known that the use of coffee will do the same. An excellent
article by A. E. Bulson (read at the meeting of the American
Academy of Ophthalnology), in the Anerican Journal of
Ophthalmology on " Coffee Amblyopia," with the discussions
in connection therewith, brings out this truth. He says that
among the substances which may, through toxie action, pro-
duce amblyopie symptoins, unaccompanied by demonstrable
retinal or optie nerve lesions, coffee nay be included, though
ophthalmological literature contains but few and brief refer-
ences to the subject.

The nanner in which the visual disturbance is produced is
somewhat in doubt, though the theory advanced by Casey
Woods that it is occasioned by a ptomain poisoning, generated
as a direct result of the injurious influence of excessive quan-
tities of coffee taken into the system, seems worthy of accept-
ance.

Two cases are detailed, in the first of which the vision was
not half of normnal (20.50) and no cause for this defect was
ascertainable except that the patient was9 in the habit of
taking large quantities of strong coffee. No lénses were of
any benefit.

The patient was directed to totally abstain from the use of
coffee, and was given pilocarpine sweats, and daily hypodermie
injections of strychnine in increasing doses. beginning with
1.20 grain. At the end of one week the vision had increased
to 20.30 plus, and the fields had decidedly widened. At this
timne the pilocarpine treatinent was discontinued, but the
strychnine was continued in doses of 1.10 grain in tablet forni,
after each ineal. At the end of four- weeks the fields of vision
were approximately normal, and vision 20.20 each eye. The
digestion aud. condition of the bowels had also improved.
Pat-ient then disappeared fron observation and was not again
seen until four weeks ago when she returned lby request for
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report as to condition. There lias been no return of the trouble.
The use of coffee has not been resumed.

A more definite proof of the fact that coffee may be respon-
sible for visual disturbance was found in the history of the
following case, in which a relapse occurred as a direct result of
the resumption of the use of coffee: This patient. a lady, aged
41, had noticed impaired vision for several months, but became
iuch worse during the later weeks. Patient reported that for

two or three years she had been accustomed to drinking large
quantities of strong coffee, which she took at varying intervals
during the day from the coffee pot, whicli was constantly kept
-filled and on the stove. She said she depended upon coffee to
to sustain lier.

On examination both eyes were found fairly normal in
appearance, with the exception that the pupil reacted a littie
slowly to liglit and accommodation. Vision 20.70 eacli eye,
and not itmproved with lenses. Media clear. Fundus of each
eye presented a slight pallor of the temporal half of the dise,
and haziness of the edges, but otherwise normal.

The patient was directed to abstain froin the use of coffee,
and pirocarpine sweats and strychnine were prescribed. Under
the treatment the vision steadily improved and the fields of
-vision widiened until on August 13th, when the patient was
discharged, the conditions were essentially normal.

The patient was not seen again until July 9th, 1904, when she
returned complaining that her vision had within two or three
weeks become iffected, much as it was at the time of the first
consultation over one year before. She reluctantly admitted
that for two months she had been drinking coffee again.

The patien, was again forbidden to use coffee and placed on
the saine treatment; but improvement was much slower than
-on the first occasion.

These two cases led the author of the paper to experiment
upon hinself, and lie succeeded in inducing a mîild coffee
amblyopia which, however, soon disappeared when he ceased
taking the coffee.

The Use of Quinine for Corneal Ulcers.

Mr. Arnold Lawson (Journal of Ophthalmology) read a paper
,on the treatment of corneal ulcers by quinine. He said that up
to the present time the use of quinine in ophthalmology had
been restricted to a very limited class of conjunctival and
corneal affections, but his observations, which had extended
-over four years, showed that it was a very powerful curative
agent in a large variety of corneal ulcers not amenable to ordi-
nary routine treatment, to which much more drastic ineasures
were commonly applied. The sulphate of quinine, dissolved
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carefully in just sufficient sulphurie acid to hold the salt in
solution, was preferable to cither the hydrochloride or the acid
sulphate, both of which were soluble in water; and it was
recommended to be used in a one per cent. solution. The eyes
should be soaked in the solution for five minutes four or five
times a day, and in addition a thorough irrigation daily by an
undine filled with the solution was advised. It caused very
little discomfort, and patients used it readily, but stronger
solutions gave rise to pain and had no advantage. When the
treatment was going to be successful, improvement showed
itself within a few days, and if no manifest benefit was
obtained within a week it might be discontinued. The rapidity
of healing under this treatment was at times remarkable, and
the author had seen many formidable-looking ulcers heal by
this treatment alone within a week. A list of several cases of
corneal ulceration treated by this method within the last three
years was appended to the paper.

The Rationale of Moist Cold Applications in Acute Contagious
Ophthalmia.

Weeks writes on this subject in the Jowornat of the American
Medical Association of December 10th, 1904. BHe says that in
considering this matter it is well to bear in mind the thermal
conditions nnder which the pneumococcus, Koch-Weeks' bacillus,
gynococcus, and Klebs-Loeffler bacillus develop. The thermal
range of development of the pneumococcus is between about
550 to 110° F.; of the Koch-Weeks' bacillus and the gynococcus
850 to 110° F.; of the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus about the same as
the pneumococcus. The object of cold applications is really to
inhibit the growth of the specific mieroörganism. This can be
accomplished in the cases of conjunctivitis caused by microör-
ganisms that do not develop below 88? F., as by cold applica-
tions the temperature of the conjunctiva may be reduced
approximately to 920 F. In cases due to microörganisms that
develop below 92° F., cold does little good.

Moist heat applied to the lids cannot be employed to raise
the temperature of the conjunctiva above 110° F., seldom above
102° F., consequently it is of no value as an agent to inhibit
the. growth of the inicroörganisms concerned. It is only of
value to assist in disposing of effete material, plastic or other-
wise, which may be presènt in the tissues by rendering the
flow of bkod and lymph more free.
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Editorials.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The profession of Canada are plcased to learn that the next
meeting of this great medical society will be held in this
country. The Council of the Association, in a response to an
invitation from Canada, has decided that Toronto will be the
place of meeting in 1906.

At the meeting of the Association in Nottingham, 1892,
Sir William Highston, of Montreal, said "he trusted that at
.no very distant date the British Medical Association would
visit Canada. They would there find a heterogenous popula-
tion-lFrench, English, Scotch and Irish-but amongst them,
they would find, too, an attachment to ler Most Gracious
Majesty Queen Victoria, an intense love of British institutions,
.and a -. ry deep feeling of loyalty to the Crown; and if the
Association would do then te honor suggested lie could assure
for the profession a most cordial and hearty welcome."

Agaii, in 1896, Doctors Roddick, Armstrong and Adami
-of Montreal, and Doctors MacCallum, Cameron, Peters and
Doolittle, of Toronto, speaking on behalf of Canada, invited
the Society to hold the meeting of 1897 in Montreal. This
invitation was cordially accepted, and Dr. Roddick was elected
President. We shall have something to say about this magnifi-
cent meeting in a future issue.

In the meantime it will be interesting to consider certain
matters in connection with the history of the Association,
.although insso doing we shall be to a large extent repeating
our -words of bn.Ar years. The Association is now seventy-
three years old. Its gro'wth in earlier years was slow, but it
has grown during the last thirty-five years with marvellous
rapidity. Dr. White, of Nottingham, stated in his Presi-
dential address, 1892; that he was Secretarv of the Associa-
tion in 1857, when there was an attendance of between eighty
and ninety at the annual meeting. In its earlier days it was
called the Provincial Medical. and Surgical Association. In
1856 the meeting was held in Edinburgh, in 1862 in London,
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and in 1867 in Dublin. > 'ug the meeting 'f 1857 in Not-
tingham all the sessions %v.e 1e1d in one small room. During.
the Dublin meeting it was found necessary to divide it into
sections, as the work had increased to such an extent. From
year to year since that time the sections have increased in num-
ber, and in the amount and importance of their work. Dr.
Roddick, in his Presidential address, also referred to interest-
ing facts in connection with the growth of the Association and
its branches. In 1S37, five years- after it was organized, there
were three branches, namely, the East Anglican, the Bath and
Bristol, and the Lancashire and Cheshire. In 1878, there were
thirty, one of which was in Jamaica-the frrst colonial branch
formed. There were in 1897 sixty-five branches, with a total
membership of nearly 17,000. Of the branches, twenty-seven
are Indian and' Colonial. ThIe first Canadian branch was
formed in Halifax in 1887. Branches were formed in British
Columbia, Manitoba, Toronto and Montreal in 1891, and in
Ottawa and Quebec in 1897, -making altogether seventeen
Canadian branches at that time.

We believe that we are voicing the feeling of the great
majority of physicians of Canada in expressing the hope that
Dr. R. A. Reeve, Dean of 'the Medical Faculty of the Univer-
sity of Toronto, will be elected President for the coming year-

NEW SUPERINTENDENT OF THE TORONTO
GENERAL HOSPITAL.

The appointment of Dr. John N. E. Brown as Superin-
tendent of the Toronto Hospital, lias given general satisfac-
tion to the profession of Toronto.

He was graduated from the University of Toronto in 1893.
After practising in Toronto for a few years he went to the
Yukon Territory shortly after the great gold discovery there.
He becaie -Medical He- 1th Officer of Dawson City, and showed
great executive ability while filling that somewhat difficult
position. He was also for a time Territorial Secretary of the
Yukon. Last winter lie returned to this part of Canada and
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remained for a short time in Toronto. He thon went to Jolins
Hopkins 1Iospit-J and University, Baltimore, where he spent
some months in post-graduate work.

While in Dawson lie married "Faith Fenton," the well-
known newspaper correspondent. Anong m any memories of
" Faith Fenton," the writer will never forget some of her coin-
monts respecting the meeting of the British Association for
the Advancement of Stience, held in Toronto in 1897. For
in.tance she told us: "It's a pretty way they have of saying
farewell, gathering together for an hour as they did yester-
day afternoon to offer the formal thanks and good-byes, and
it was equally a courteous way and an evidence of the fine
:Engiish breeding of our guests, that the most famous anongst
them was careful to le present.

" To the little upper room came Lord Kelvin, Lord Lister,
Sir John Evans, Sir William Turner, Sir George Robertson,
and all the men of magnificent minds, whose faces have grown
so familiar to us during the past week. They werc not too
weary, nor yet too impatient to say 'Thank you,' and 'Good-
bye,' and to say them graciously and simply as a child.

" We looked at each one of then in turn, and our gaze
lingered longeýt and last on the dearest old face of all-a face
whose loveableness w'e shall always remember-that of Lord
Lister."

MEDIXAL ITEMS.

The recent meeting of the American Medical Association,
ield at Portland, Oregon, July lti to 14th, was probably
more successful than was expected when it was decided last
year to hold the meeting for 1905 in the Far West. Although
the attendance -was not ro large as that of the previous year, it
vas by nio mcans snall, as there were registered 1,714. Our

genial friend, Pr. Lewis S. Mhcýurtry, of Louisv41le, Ry., as
President, graced the Chair with lis usual courtesy and abilit.y.
The presidential address was mainly a review of the origin
and progress of the association. The next meeting of the
association will be held at Boston, Mass., under the presidency
of Dr. Wn. J. Mayo, of Rochester, Minnesota.
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The Buffalo Medical Journal enters upon the 6lst year of
its publication with the August issue. We te4der our con-
gratulations to the editor, Dr. Wm. Warren Potter.

The Anerican Association of Obstetrics and Gyne-
coiogy will hold its eighteenth annual meeting at the
Hotel Astor, New York City, September 10th, 20th, and
21st. The chairman of the local Conmittee of Arrangements,
Dr. Robert T. Morris, 616 Madison Avenue, will gladly fur-
nish information to members and guests upon application. Dr.
Howard Longyear, of Detroit, Mich., is President, and Dr.
Win. (Warren Potter, of Bu1falo, N.Y., is Seeretary.

Graduating Class, 1905, Manitoba Medical College.
William Wilson Amos, Robert Naismyth Burns, B.A.,

Frederick Todd Cadham, B.A., William Andrew Clark, Thos.
Andrew Colioe, George Hector Craig, B.A., Robert Edward
Davis, James Duxbury, Albert Ernest Finley, William Jesse
Grant, Benjamin Arthur Hopkins, Marsden Frank Ross Irwin,
Robert Duncan Kippen, Arnot leishman, David Park Miller,
B.A., Harry Morton Murdof, Harold Wigmore McGill, Chas.
James McKinnon, William John Mactavish, William C.
Nickle, Richard R. Proctor, George Walter Rogers, Albert
.Fenry Rondeau, Herbert Samuel Sharpe, IHarry Blaekett
Stacpoole, David Chester Thompson, Wilfrid Tucker, John
Alexander Vilens, Frederick Chas. Walton, George Albert
Woodruff, Joseph Theodore Wright.

A school for the study of anatomy is to be established by
the faculty of the Post-Graduate Mtedical School in New York
City. We are pleased to announce to his many friends in
Canada that Dr. Neil Macphatter will have charge of the
department. le received his education in Trinity Medical
College, Toronto, and after graduating, proceeded to Edin-
burgh, where he studied for a number of years, and while
tiere he studied anatomy under the instruction of Sir William
Turner. He also spent some time in post-graduate work at
Glasgow, London and Birminglhaim, where he acted as an
assistant for some time to Mr. lawson Tait. He then came
to America and settled in Denver, Colorado, practising there
until 1898, when le returned to Ediiburgh, and became
F.R.C.S. Returning to America soon after this lie settled in
New York City, where he has for years been closely associated
with the Post-Graduate Medical School.
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The foIlowing rules governing the admission of patients
have been adopted by the Board of Trustees:
- 1. No professional fee, directly or indirectly, shall be
char·ed by any meiber of the staff for patients who pay $3.50
per week, whether the payment is made on their behalf by the
.city, by some friend or society, or by themselves. All patients
of every sort paying $3.50 per week shall be attended absolutely
without professional fee, directly or indirectly.

2. It is desired that there shal be co-operation between
the hospital authorities and the attending physicians and
surgeons for the purpose of eliminating as far as possible from
the $3.50 per week class those who are able to pay for a semi-
private ward.

3. Al patients admitted on city orders shall be placed in
rotation under the seniors in medicine, surgery and other
departments, and under the assistants during their term of
service.

4. Patients for whom $3.50 per week is paid, either by
themselves or by their friends, shall also be placed in rotation
under the members of the staff as in the foregoing. If, how-
-ever, a member of the staff sends to the hospital patients who
are under his care in his private practice, with the request that
they be allotted to him, or if patients are sent by a physician or
surgeon who is not a member of the staff, requesting. that
they be placed under the care of some certain member of the
-staff, the admitting officer shall follow such instructions, with
the limitations provided in the following paragraphs.

5. All purely gynecological cases paying $3.50 per week,
-whether city order or cases paid for by th'e patients or their
friends, shall be placed under the charge of the gynecologists
or their assistants. Surgeons and assistant surgeons on the
staff may attend their special cases, paying $3.50 per week,
except gynecological, in the pavilion, provided the wards of
the pavilion are not required for gynecological cases.

6. Members of the medical staff may treat their special
patients paying $3.50 ner week, only when they are medical
cases. Surgical members of the staff may treat their special
patients payng $3.50 per week only when they are surgical
cases.

Members of the pathological staff may treat their special
patients paying $3.50 per week only when tley are imedical
.cases. Obstetricians and gynecologists shall not treat their
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special patients paying $3.50 per week in either the nedical or
surgical w'ards of the hospital.

A physician of the Out-patient Departmnent, after five years'
service, may have one special case paying $3.50 per week in a
imedical ward, when such case is sent into the hospital by hin-
self, provided that under no circumstances sucli patient comes
through the Out-patient Departnment. A surgeon of the Out-
patient Department, after five years' service, nay have one
speeial ease paying $3.50 per week in a surgical ward, when
such case is sent into the hospital by hinself, provided that
under no circunstances such patient comes through the Out-
patient Department.

7. Cases treated in the Energenev Hospital by the-
assistant surgeons or physicians shall be treated by them when
renoved to the General Hospital.

S. Surgeons who are not members of the staff, who
desire to perforn operations in the theatre, iay do so on
private and semi-private patients only, with the approval of a
nember of the surgical staff, provided tlat such member be,

present at the operation.
9. AIl autopsies shal be performed by the pathologists.

TEXT-BOOK OF. OBSTETRICS.

The Montreal Medical Journal, August, speaks as follows
Tespecting Dr. Adan \Wriglt's Text-Book of Obstetries:

" This book is full of the author's personality, and calls to-
mind the style of Denman's Obstetries, first publisled in 1815,
and for nany years a most popular work both in England amnT
Anierica.

"Dr. Wright has produced an interesting book upon the-
art of obstetries as distinguished from its science, though in-
the few places where reference is made to science no particular
fault is to be found. On the whole, in this scientifie. age, sucli
a work cornes as a surprise, though perhaps it loses noue of its-
charm by this deficit to many readers.

" The reviewer lias perused its pages with interest and not
without -profit, for it impresses one with the sincerity and
earnestness of its autior, who is evidentily well rea.d andi
t.houghtful, and a good type of the careful, competent prac-
titioner.

CC The work opens with a quotation fromn Longfellow's
HFyperion, dealing with the fatuity of speculative know-
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ledge, which, taken along with the following sentence on page
428, fully expresses the author's central idea in producing tbis
work: 'It aplears to mne that there is at the present time
.considerable danger that w'e are cultivating science at ithe
.expense of art in our profession.'

" lence, one is not surprised to find scant reference to the
-etiology of many conditions of the highest interest to the
scientific obstetrician. For example, the part dealing with
-einbryology is weak, and the author's remarks in reference to
the enibedding of the ovuni and devePlopment of the placenta is
.antiquated and incorrect.

"Having pointed out these few defects, it is a pleasure to
-dwell on the many good qualities of this latest contribution to
the literature of obstetries.

" 0f special interest on account of clearness, accuracy and
.often original presentation are the chapters on nechanismî,
the third stake of labor, the treatment of vomiting of preg-
nancy, the relation of appendicitis to pregnancy, and also, the
mnost valiable of all, the chapter on tuberculosis.

" In many instances the author illustrates his point by refer-
-ence to cases he lias encountered, and gives careful and in-
.teresting reports when so doing.

" The author bas very strong viws on the subject of milk
-diet, whether in typhoid or in the toxemia of pregnancy. He
liesitates about denouncing it completely, but concedes its value
in the case of young infants and calves, though ie does sta-e
frankly that in his opinion it is unsuitable for adult liuman
beings.

"The general arrangement of the work is about as usual,
"being divided into parts, physiological and pathological. The
-style, as lias been said, is good, and the book wil] be found
-extremnely inïteresting reading by the physiciai, and will no
doubt bc a very popular work among students.

" The illustrations have been well doue, and not, as in many
recent books, overdone. The publisher's work leaves little to
bc desired, and is quite up to the usual good style of the
Appleton publication."

The Northern Alberta Medical Association, which holds
nonthly mieetings at Edmonton, -recently eleoted the following
cffhcers: IE>norary President, Dr. McInnes, Edmonton; Presi-
-deut, Dr. Harrison, Edmonton ; Vice-President, Dr. McIntyre,
Strathcona; Sec.-Treasurer, Dr. Whitelaw, Edmonton; Coin-
-nittee, Drs. Wilson, Snith and Plendenan, Edmonton.
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Dr. D. Evans, Tor. '03, is pr'actising at Lisle, Ont.
Dr. Palmer spent the month of July on the Georgian Bay.
Dr. Arthur B. Wright returned to Toronto August 1st.
Dr. B. Edmondson, Tor. '03, is practising at Castleton,

Ont.
Dr. Bruce Riordan, of Toronto, has removed to ~3 Simcoe

Street.
Dr. Hutchison, Tor. '90, bas removed from Ingersoll to Port

Rowan.
Dr. R. J. Dwyer, of Toronto, went to the Temiskaming Dis-

trict July 15th.
Dr. F. S. Routhwaite bas settled in Çookstown in the place

of Dr. MaeKay.
Dr. W. :B. Thistle, of Toronto, spent the latter half of July

at Bie, Quebec.
Dr. J. L. Anderson, formerly of Cannington, bas removed

to Waterford, Ont.
Dr. I. A. Tripp, Tor. '95, bas removed from Simcoe, Ont.,

to Nottingham, Ohio.
Dr. Dougald MacBane, Tor. '02, bas removed from St.

Thomas to Winnipeg.
Mrs. Mackinnon, wife of Dr. Angus Mackinnon, of Guelph,

Ont., died July 29th.
Dr. W. P. Caven, of Toronto, spent the month of August

on his farm at St. Mary's.
Dr. T. W. Duncombe, Tor. '82, formerly of St. Thomas, is

now practising at Waterford.
Dr. J. R. O'Brien, of Ottawa, has gone abroad for post-

graduate work in London and Paris.
Dr. A. H. Adams, Tor. '04, is resident physician in the

Free Hospital for Consumptives at Weston.
Dr. Wm. J. Clark, Tor. '98, of Toronto, has removed froin

475 Dovereourt Road to 867 Oollege Street.
Dr. Brefney O'Reilly, who is now in Rngland, expected to

sail from London for South Africa about August 20th.
.Hon. Dr. R. A. Pyne, who went to England about the middle

of July, is expeted home early in September.
Dr. Price-Brown left early in August for a trip to Grosse

Isle, and expects to return to Toronto September 1st.
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Drs. Black, Strathy and Spohn have been appointed House
Surgeons to the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto.

Dr. Uzziel Ogden, of Toronto; who had a slight stroke of
paralysis in the latter part of June, is slowly recovering.

Dr. L. E. Rice, Tor. '90, who practised for some years in
Dundee, is now engaged in post-graduate work in Europe.

Dr. J. J. Matheson returned to Toronto after having spent
a year in Edinburgh and Dublin engaged in post-graduate
work.

Mr. John Ross Robertson has given $75,000 for a N'urses'
Home in connection with the Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto.

Dr. Murray MeFarlane left Toronto July 15th, for a six
weeks' trip through California and Oregon, returning home
by way of Banff.

Drs. John I. Davison, George MeDonagh, George Bing-
ham, Milton Cotton, Geoffrey Boyd and Joseph Graham are
holidaying on the Georgian Bay.

Dr. Charles O'Reilly, of Toronto, when last heard from, was
at London, having returned from the meeting of the British
Medical Association at Leicester.

Dr. H. P. H. Galloway, who lias been associated with Dr.
B. E. Mackenzie in orthopedic surgery for some years, left
for Winnipeg, Man., July 29th.

We are pleased to be able to report that Dr. A. H. Perfect,
of Toronto Junction, who was very seriously ill for some time,
i< now recovered and has resumed practice.

Dr. Alex. MacKay, Tor. '95, after practising in Cookstown
for some years, went to New York for nost-graduate work, and
is now going to the North-West, where fie expects to practise.

Dr. E. K. Cullen, Tor. '03. recently a surgeon on the interne
staff of the Toronto General Hospital, has been appointed
Fellow in Pathology at the Johns B.opkins University, Balti-
more.

Dr. Harold C. Parsons (B.A. '91; M.D. '92, Trin.), quali-
fled for membership of -the Royal College of Physicians, of
London, July, 1905, by examination. He became a licentiate
in 1897.

The following bave been appointed on the intern staff of
the Toronto General Hospital: Doctors J. F. Brodie, Alfred
McNally, W. A. Burr, T. A. Davies, A. Kinghorn, E. C.
Burson and A. G. MePhedran.
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Dr. George A. Peters paid a flying visit to his home in
Toronto, Aigust 9th, with health much improved. He looks
better and younger than lie did five years ago. He will soon
return to work, and we rejoice to say that we think lie -will be
quite fît for it.

The doctors of the Medical Class of 1S90 of Toronto Uni-
versity, who attended their reunion in Toronto, June 10th,
were: Doctors L. F. Barler, T. S. Oullen, E. Herbert Adams,
A. W. Maybury, R. T. Schiell, C. L. Starr, W. E. Bryans
and W. F. Bond. The next reunion will be held at Baltimore.

The following have been appointed coroners: Dr. W. A.
Wardell, of Hamilton, for the Coúnty of Wentworth; Dr.
W. A. Ohapman, of Rat Portage, for the Rainy River Dis-
trict; Dr. W. H. Woods, of Caradoc, for the County of Middle-
sex; Dr. A. R. Farrell, of Tweed, for the County of Hastings;
Dr. George P. Sylvester, of Toronto, for Toronto; Dr. John
Noble, of Toronto, for Toronto; Dr. Wm. J. Anderson, of
Jasper, for Leeds and Grenville; Dr. William Wallace Bird-
·sali, Fort William, for Thunder Bay.

Marriages.

Dr. Alex. D. Stewart, of Fort, William, to Miss Pettit, June
22nd.

Dr. Frank C. Neal, of Peterborough, to Miss Reyeraft, June
2Sth.

Dr. J. H. Elliott, of Gravenhurst, to Miss Mabel Tait, June
14th.

Dr. R. R. Wallace, of Hamilton, to Miss Jean Lesslie, June
1st.

Dr. J. M. Jory, of Bloomfield, to Miss Alice Docker, June
7th.

Dr. D. W. McPherson, of Toronto, to Miss Margaret Sloane.
June 28th.

Dr. W. Ford McLoghlin, of Hamilton, to Miss Downey,
.July 14th.

Dr. E. C. Ashtown, of Brantford, to Miss Helen M. Weir,
June 14th.

Dr. Jno. F. Armstrong, of Oil Springs, to Miss Murdoch,
,June 15th.
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Obituary.

PROFESSOR HERMANN NOTHNAGEL.

Professor Nothnagel, who succeeded Bamberger as Pro-
fessor of Medicine, Vienna University, di-d at bis home in
Vienna, July 7th, 1905, aged 63, of arterio selerosis. H1e
was probably one of the greatest teachers of clinical medicine,
but was better known in America as a distinguished author.
Ris latest great work, " Nothnagel's Encyclopedia of Practical
Medicine," published in America by Messrs. Saunders & Com-
pany, is now going through the press.

PROFESSOR MIKULICZ.

Professor Mizulicz, of Breslau, died June l4th, 1905, aged
55, of carcinoma of the stomach. We learn from the pen of
Professor J. Schwalde, as quoted in the St. Louis Medical
Review, that the circumstances surrounding his' illness and
death were sadly tragie. Indefinite gastric symptoms ap-
peared last summer, and three weeks before Christmas
Mikuliez suddenly discovered a tumor, which lie himself
diagnosed as a non-operable cancer of the stomach. Partly be-
cause he considered bis case hopeless, and partly because he
did not want to put a damper on the Christmas festivities, lie
said nothing of bis condition to anyone. Professor V. Eisels-
berg, of Vienna, made an exploratory incision January 7th,
and confirmed the diagnosis. After recov.ering from this opera-
tion he entered actively into work again, and gave bis usual
course for army surgeons. About the niiddle of April an
alarming gastric hemorrhage occm:red, followed by rapid de-
cline. During bis last few weeks he suffered greatly. The
St. Louis Medical Review comments as follows: "No one
knew better than Mikulicz, a master in gastric surgery, the
dread march of the disease that had attacked him. He himsolf
established the diagnosis and then submitted to the only hope
of cure. The hope was an illusionary one. He then disposed
hinself to meet his fate in a manner best calculated to spare
bis friends and dear ones unnecessary grief and pain."-
Mikulicz, next to Kocher, was probably the best known surgeon
in Europe.
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A. PALMER DUDLEY, M.D.

Dr. Palmer Dudley, a distinguished gynecologist of New
York, died at Liverpool, England, July 15th, 1905, of pul-
monary tuberculosis, aged 52. We are told by the Buffalo
Medical Journal that Dr. Dudley attended the meeting of the
Gynecological Society at Niagara Falls in May last looking
the picture of health. -Te was on his way to St. Petersburg to
attend the International Congress of Gynecology and Obstetries
as a delegate fron the former society.

W. W. MEACHAM, M.D.

Dr. Meachan, of Warsaw, died at his residence, after a
short illiness, fron apendicitis, aged sixty-four. He lived and
practised for many years in NXapanee, aid represented his
county for several years in the Outario Legislature. In polities
he was a Conservatice, and in medical politics was inclined to
support the " Defence Association."

FRED JAMES GANT, F.R.C.S.

Mr. Gant, well-known in former years as a great author and
teacher of surgery, died in London, June 6th, aged 80. He-
went to the Crimea in 1854 as civil surgeon of the British
military hospitals of the Crimea and Scutari. He was for
more than fifty years connected with the Free Hospital in.
London.

S. R. VON BASCH, M.D.

Professor Von Basch, the well-known Professor of Explana-
tory Pathology in the University of Vienna, died April 5th,
aged 68. He was at one time well-known on this continent as
a physician to the unfQrtunate Kaiser Maximillian, who was
shot in Mexico in 1867. In the latter part of the saine year
he returned to Europe with the body of the dead Emperor.
He is said by those who knew him to have been a most able,
energetic and lovable man.
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Book Reviews.

The Americnn Year-Book of Medicine and Surgery for 1905. A Yearly Digest of
Scientific Progress and Authoritative Opinion ini all branches of Medicine
and Surgery, drawn froni journals, monographs and text-books of the
lead1 ing American and foreign authors and investigators. Arranged, vith
critical editorial connents, by eminent Americai specialists, under the
editorial charge of GEORGE M. GOULD, A.M., M.). In two volumes.
Volume I, including General Medicine Volume Il, General Surery. Two
octavos of about 700 pages eaeh, fully illustrated. Philadelphia and
London : W. B. Saunders & Co., 1905. Per volume : Cloth, 83.00 net;
Half Morocco, $3.75 net. Canadian Agents: J. A. Carveth & Co., Limited,
434 Yonge Street, Toronto.

The 1905 issue of Saunders' American Year-Boolk of M2fedi-
cine and Surgery fully maintains the pre-eminent position
which it long ago established. Dr. Gould, the editor, has ,tsso-
ciated with him a staff of men of the grcatest ability, shown
in the conscientious thoroughness with which each article is
prepared. IIere the practitioner bas placed before him, and at a
very moderate price, the cream of all the medical literature
published during the past year, and in such a form that it is
readily digestible. As a compendium of medical and surgical
pro.rress, it wIl prove invaluable; for the practitioner anxious
to keep abreast of the advances in the subjects treated, it will
be of the utnost assistance. The text, as usual, contains a
number of illustrations of practical value; there are also nine
insert plates of much excellence.

Atlas and Text.Book of Topographic and Applied Anatomy. By PnoF. DR. O.
SciaLTzK, of Wurzburg. Edited, with additions, by GEORGE D. STEWART,
M.D.. Professor of Anatomy and Clinical Surgery, University and Bellevue
Hospial Medical College, Ñew York. large quarto volume of 187 pages,
containing 25 figures on 22 colored lithographic plates, and SO text cuts,
60 in colors. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders & Company,
1905. Cloth, $5.50 net. Canadian Agents : J. A. Carveth & Co., Limited,
434 Yonge Street, Toronto.

In the preparation of this book Professor Schultze had in
mind the need of a work that would combine the features of
a text-book with the educational advantages of an atlas. He
has produced a work of grea t merit, and not alone the
anatomist but more part.icularly the general practitioner will
find it of constant value. Professor Schultze bas presented his
own metbods for the study of anatomy-metods proved to be
correct and iractical by many years of clinical study. Through-
out the work the value of the knowledge of topograpbic anatomy
in bedside diagnosis is enphasized. The many colored litho-
graphie plates and the nuierous text-cuts, sixty of wbici are
in colors, are of exceptional excellence. Indeed, both for
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accurateness of detail and artistic beauty we have never seen
their equal. The greater portion of the dissections from which
these illustrations have been made are from the author's own
preparations. Dr. George D. Stewart in editing the work has
added many valuable notes.

Essentials of the Practice of Medicine. Prepared especially for students of
medicine. By William R. Williams, M.D., formerly Instructor in Medi-
cino and Lecturer in Hygiene, Cornell University; Tutor in Therapeutics,
Columbia University (College of Physicians and Surgeons), New York.
12mo of 461 pages. Philadelplia and London : W. B. Saunders & Company,
1905. Double number. Uloth, $1.75 net. Canadian Agents: J. A.
Carveth & Co., Limited, 434 Yonge Street, Toronto.

In this new volume in Saunders' Question Compend Series
the student is provided with a book of the utmost practical
value. Throughout the work special stress has been laid on
the more common aspects of the various diseases, emphasizing
the contrasting points in similar conditions, so as to render
differential diagnosis as easy as possible. Symptomatology
and treatment have likewise been adequately, although con-
cisely, considered. In fact, this little work is the best we have
seen, and for students preparing for examination it will be a
most welcome and trusty aid. It contains a vast amount of
practical, essential information in the least possible space.

Malaria, Influenza and Dengue. By DR. J. 'ANNATERG, of Vienna, and DR*
0. LvICiTENSTERN, of Cologne. Entire volume edited, with additions, by
RosaL'D Ross, F.R.C.S., F.R.S., Professor of Tropical Medicine, Uni.
versity of Liverpool; J. W. W. STEPHIENS, M.D., D.P.H., Waltor Myers
Lecturer in Tropical Medicine, University of Liverpool; and ALnERT S.
GnusnÂu.'r, F.R.C.P., Professor of Experimental Medicine, University of
Liverpool. Octavo volume of 769 pages, fully illustrated, inchîding eight
full-page plates. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders & Company,
1905. Cloth, $5.00 net; ialf Morocco, $6.00 net. Canadian Agents.
J. A. Carveth, & Co., Limited, 434 Yonge Street, Toronto.

This new volume in Saunders' American Edition of Noth-
nagel's Practise represents the latest word on the sug.jects of
which it treats. And more than that, it is the undisputed
authority on these subjects. For this American edition Dr.
Ross has made many additions to the article on Malaria, so
many discoveries having been made since ùhe appearance of the
original article. The articles on the Mosquito and its various
relations to Malaria. come from the authoritative pen of Dr.
J, W. W. Stephens, of Liverpool. The Influenza and Dengue
sections are equally well written. The untiring labor of the
editors in preparing this work for the English-spearing
market is evidenced on ahnost every page by the lengthy and
valuable editorial interpolations. This is the tenth volume in
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the series, and the eleventh one (that dealing with Diseases of
the Ridneys and Spleen and with Hemorrhagic Diseases) is
promised very soon. When the series is completed it will an-
doubtedly ±orm the best practise of medicine in existence.

A Reference Handbook for Nurses. By AMANDA K. BECIK, of Chicago. 32mo
volume of 150 pages. Philadelphia and London: W. B. SAUNFuRs &
Co.ÎraNv, 1905. Bound in flexible morocco, $1.25 net. Canadian Agents:
J. A. Carveth & Co., Linited, 434 Yonge Street, Toronto.

This little book contains information upon every question
that comes to a nurse in her daily vork, and embraces all the
information that she requires to carry out any directions given
by the physician; it includes also instructions for all emer-
gencies that, may arise before or between visits of the physi-
cian. It is of immense value to student nurses, because it con-
tains al! the material they are expected to conunit to memory
from note-. Physicians, too, will find the book of value, be-
cause it contains exact details as to solutions, foods, dosage,
poultices, applications, etc. The nechanical get-up of the
book is both convenient and attractive. It is of a size to fit
the pocket and is neatly bound in flexible morocco.

The Pharmacopeia of the United States of America. Eighth Decennial Revision.
By authority o the United States Pharinacopeial Convention, held* at
Washington, A.D., 1900. Revised by the Coinmittee of Revision and pub-
lished by the Board of Trustees. Official froni Septeniber 1st, 1905.
Philadelphia Agents: P. Blakiston's Son and Company; Sub-agents,
New York: E. R. Pelton, 10 East Sixteentli Street; Chicago - The E. H.
Colgrove Company, 65 Randolph Street; St. Louis: C. V. Alosby,
2313 Washington Avenue; San Francisco: Payot, Upham & Co., 100 Battery
Street. Price, $2.50, in cloth.

The eighth revision of this weighty work has been dis-
tributed to the journals for review. It viill not, however, be-
come official until September 1st. We notice it gives average
doses in place of maximum and minimum doses, and these are
indicated in metrical terms with their equivalents in apothe-
caries' measure.

Attention is esnecially called to the changes of strength in
the tinctures of aconite, veratum and strophanthus. The
aconite has been introduced from 35 per cent. to 10 per cent.,
the veratum from 40 per cent. to 10 per cent., -while the
strophanthus has been increased from 5 -er cent. to 10 per
cent. These changes have been made to the standards adopted
at the International Congress. the object being to make uniform
the strength of patent remedies in all parts of the world.

The historical introduction which is given is one of un-
usual interest, commencing with the year of 1817, 3vheni the
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project -was introdueed of launching the International Ameri-
can Pharniacopeia. The first pharmnacopeia piblished vas a
small one for the use of the Military Hospital of the United
States Army; the second one appeared in 1781, on the title
page of bwhich Dr. Wm. Brown is mentioned as author; the
ifth revision -was published in 1873; the sixth in 1882, and

the seventh in 1893. This, the eighth edition, was published
-under the United States International Pharmacopeial Conven-
tion, held at 'Washington in 1890. revised and made ollicial
from September 1st, 1905.

We are indebted to the J. B. Lippincott Company for this
official copy, No. "A," 2837.

It would be well for aIl practitioners in Canada to possess
theniselves of a copy, as it will be found equally as useftil to
them as the British Pharmacopeia, the last edition of w'hich
was issued in 1898.

Progressive Medicine. Vol. 11, June, 1905. A Quarterly Digest of Advances,
Discoveries and improvemiets in Medical and Surgical Sciences. Edited
by liontA1T Anowr HaE, M.D., Professor of Therapeitics and 'Materia
Medica in the .Jefferson Medical College of 'hiladeXphia. Octavo, 34O
pages, 4S illustrations. Per anum, in four cloth bound volumes, S9.00:
in paper binding, Q6.00 ; carriage paid to any address. Lea Brothers & Co.,
Pulishers, Philadelphia and New York.

This volume contains articles on hernia, by Coley; surgery
of abdomen. by Foote; gynecology, by J. G. Clark; diseases
of blood and spleen, by Steugel. and ophthalmology, by Jack-
son. It is in every way equal to those which haxe preceded it.

A Text-Book on the Practise of Gynecology. For Practitioncrs and Students.
By W. EASTERaY AsHTuO, M.D., LL.D., Fellow of the American Gve-
cologie Society ; Professor of Gynecology in the Medico.Chirurgical College
of Philadelphia. Octavo volume of 1079 pages, containing 1046 uew and
cntircly original line drawings. Philadelphia and London W. B.
Saunders & Company, 1905. Cloth, s6.50 net; half morocco, 'i.571 net,
C:andian Agents: .J. A. Carveth & Co., Limited, 43 Yonge Street.
Toronto.

Dr. Ashton's Practice of Gynecology is a new departure in
rmedical text-book naking. The author takes up each pro-
cedure .step by step, the student being led from one step to
another just as in studying any non-medical subject. Dr.
Ashton in every instance tells wliat should be donc, and how to
do it. Al the methods and details of technique described have.
been thoroughly tested by the author himself, so as to assure
their value and accuraev. A verv commendable feature is the
-dleparture from the old routine method of devoting a general
chapter to physical examination. In place of this the author
presents the examination of cach organ separately before de.-
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scribing its disease, thus greatly aiding the studeut in familiar-
izing himself with the technique. A distinctly original feature
consists in the line drawings made especially for this work
under the author's personal supervision from actual apparatus,
living models, dissections on the cadaver, and from the opera-
tive technics of other authors. There are ten hundred and
forty-six of these illustrations, showing the procedures and
operations without obscuring their purpose by unnecessary
anatonical surroundings. Definite and precise instructions
are given regarding the preservation of specimens of morbid
tissues and secretions, and their delivery in good condition to
the pathologist. The fore part of the work, dealing with anti-
septic technique, shows great care in its preparataion, Dr.
Ashton wisely describing only those nethods which he employs
in his own practice. Very special attention has been given to
the consideration of visceral injuries, and we know of no other
work on gynecology or general surgery discussing this important
subject with the saine amount of detail. This is decidedly a
work for the general practitioner as well as for the student;
and a good one.

Modern Clinical Medicine: Infections Diseases. Edited by J. C. Wiusos, A.NM.,
M.D., Professor of Medicine in the Jefferson Medical College; Plhysician-
in-chief to the German Hospital, Philadelphia ; Physician to the Jefferson
and Pennsylvania Hospitals, etc. An authorized tra:slation fron the
Die Deutsche Klinik under the general editorial supervision of JULIUS
L. SALTNc.Er, M.D. With two colored plates and sixty illustrations in the
text. New York and London: D. Appleton & Company.

The nineteenth century lias been famous for the advance
made in clinical inedicine, and it is to the able professors of the
great schools of inedicine in Vienna and Berlin that we owe
this advance. They gained a supremacy which they worthily
inaintain at the present time, and were the ones wlio first used
and developed the term of " Internal Medicine."

This present volume is made up largely of material from the
Die Dettsche Klinik which lias been written by the foremost
clinicians of Austria and Germany, men who are well-known
authorities on the subjects on which they write. Among the
contributions are to be found well-known specialists, such as,
Rlemîperr, of Berlin; Lieberncister, of Tubingen; Brion, of
Strassburg; Lichthein, of Konigsberg ; Ortner, of Vienna;
Hiuebner, of Berlin; Ba.umler, of Freiburg ; Echorst, of Berlin;
others may also be mientioned-Ewald, Leube, Baginsky,
Nothnagel, Curschmann, Ehrlich, Loffer, Sanator and others.

The translation of this work is niarvellously well done and
those who are fortunate in possessing a copy will find not only
the literary enbodiient of the most advanced science, but it is
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adapted in a surprising degree to the evvry-day needs of the
practitioner, the teacher and the student. Great and unlooked
for advances have been made in connection wiLh research
concerning infectious diseases, and this volume brings it all up
to the standard of present knowledge.

"Infectious Diseases " is a volume of 925 pages, including the
index, which is unusually conplete. The work contain, many
illustrations in black and white and two colored plates. The
entire field of infectious diseases is covered fully and practically.
There is nothing in this work that is unnecessary, but every-
thing which is essential. There are chapters on Typhoid and
Typhus Fevers, Diphtheria, Measles, Scarlet Fever, Small-pox,
Cholera, Erysipelas, etc.

The price in cloth of "Infectious Diseases" is S6.00. The-
volume in "Modern Clinical Medicine" will be sold sepa-
rately. The second volume in this series, which is now in
preparation, is " Constitutional Diseases and Diseases of the
Blood "; the third volume in the series will be "Diseases of the
Digestive Tract."

Atlas and Epitome of Operative Gynecology. By DR. O. SCHAEFFER, of Heidel-
berg. Edited, with additions, by J. Clarence Webster, M.D (Edin.),
F.R.C.P.E., Professor of Obstetries and Gynecology in Rush Nedical
College, in affiliation with the University of Chicago. With 42 lithographic-
plates in colora, nany text cuts, a nunber in colora, and 138 pages of text.
Cloth, S3.00 net. Philadelphia, New York, London: W. B. Saunders &-
Company, 1904.

This new addition to Saunders' admirable series of Hand-
Atlases is excellent. It is unfortunate that medical students
each year know less about gynecologie operations than about
alnost any other department of operative surgery. This atlas,
therefore, is opportune, and the excellence of the lithographie
plates and the many other illustrations render it of the greatest
value in obtaining a sound and practical knowledge of operative
gynecology. Indeed, the artist, the author, and the lithographer
have evidently expended much patient endeavor in the prepara-
tion of the water-colors and drawings. They are based on
hundreds of photographs taken from nature and reproduce-
faithfully and instructively the various situations which they
intend to illustrate. The text closely follows the illustrations,
and we have found it fully as accurate. We consider it of
great value to the up-to-date practitioner and surgeon, as well
as to the specialist.
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Inoperable Carcinoma and Roentgen Rays.
Freund exhibited a patient to the " Gesellschaft," who came

to him about the beginning of December vith a carcinomatous
tumor of the breast, too far advanced for operative purposes,
on which he applied the Roentgen iRays with wonderful success.
When she saw hin first the tumor was larger than a man's fist,
of stony hardness, and firmly attached to the bony valls of the
thorax. The surface of the tumor was ulcerated over the area
of a five-shilling piece, while the axillary and subelavian glands
were greatly enlarged.

On January 9th, after eight applications of the rays, there
vas intense reddening, associated with severe pain over the

site of radial application. The swelling by this time had
fallen to the size of an apple, with discharges of caseous matter,
fever, and lowered appetite, while the neuralgic pains deprived
the patient of a comfortable night's sleep. These pains were
confined to the arm and mediastinum.

The rays were again applied bethveen February 6th and
llth and 3March 6th and 10th. After February 18th the dis-
charge began to change to a watery consistence with separating
lamina; the swelling quite disapoeared, and the edges of the
wound subsequently became red and granular ·till it ultimately
healed.

To-day a large cicatrix marks the site of the morbid growth.
In the centre of this are a few excoriations about the size of
pin-heads, but all the rest, which is about the size of the palm
of the hand, is covered with healthy skin. The glands in the
arm-pit and subclavium are decidedly less, while the patient
is immensely improved. The pain is now more like a drawing
of the cicatrix, but reently a bronchial catarrh has set in, which
is probably due to pulmonary metastasis; otherwise the patient
expresses lierseif as perfectly well again. and can en.ioy her-
self.-Vienna Correspondent Medical Press and Circular.

The Active Principle of Exodin.
Purely an empirical mixture of the diacetyl-rufigallic acid-

tetramethyl-ether, acetyl-rufigallic acid-pentamethyl-etler and
rufigallic acid-hexametiyl-ether, exodin, lias a well-narked
purgative or laxative action, and W. Ebstein has experimented
with tlie ingredients to discover on what this action rests.
(Dent. Med. Woc7i... Tanuîary 22nd, 1905.) It lias been
asserted that the last naned ingredient possesses the laxative
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action of exodin. Ebstein obtained some chemically pure
samnples of all three, and systematically tested eacli on a num-
ber of persons, including himself. He found that even when
given in. doses of 1 grai rufigallic acid-hexamethyl-ether bas
no action at all. The action was conpared with that of exodin
in the sane persons, and it was therefore proved that this sub-
stance is not the active principle. Next he tried the diacetyi
compound, containing the four groups of mnethyl-ether; 1 grain
again wMas given, and in one case it acted freely, in another it
acted weakly, and in two unot at al]. In one case, after 1 gram
had failed, 2 produced a copious motion. While there can be
no doubt that this substance possesses a purgative action, it is
clear that the action of exodin is far stronger, the dose of the
pure chemical being mueli larger than the dose necessary to
produce the saine effect of exodin. Lastily he tried the penta-
m ythl-ether compund. This substance lias a purgative action,
but it also bas the property of causing griping in persons suf-
fering from constipation, which exodin does not possess. It
therefore appears tlat exodin owes its peculiar action on the
lucky mixture of diacty1-rufigallic acid-tetramethv1 ether and
acetyl-rtfigallic acid-penetametlhyl-etlher. The author praises
the mild action of exodin, and says that le bas been able to
prove by experience that when exodin in repeated in doses of 1
to I% gran does'not act. the best treatment is by- neans of
large oil ene.mata.--Tlie Briili Medical .Iournal.

A New Method of Accurately Examining the Hymen in
Medico-Legal Cases.-By Dn. J. L. LOUDON.

In the case of vigins in wliom rape is suspected, the author
advises recourse to the following procedure in order to deterinine
the exact nature and dkgree of multilation of the hymen.

The patient being in the lithotomy position and swabs fron
the vagina (for exanination for semen) having been taken, the
parts are freely treated with a 20 per cent. solution of cocain.
. . . An ordinary soft red rubber catheter is then taken, and
over its point for about one inch or one and a half inches there
is placed an ordinary india rubber condom, which is tightly
bound into the stem of the catheter by a few turns of thread.
. . . This arrangement is gently passed into the vagina; the
point is then expanded either by inflation or by injecting a
small quantity of warm water. . . In this way the whole
hymeneal margin is fully exposed to view, so that any interrup-
tion in its intezrity is at once detected, however slight it may be.
-Liancet amd Post Gr'adiuate.
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THE ANAEMIA OF. "HOOK WORM" DISEASE
(UNCINARIASIS.)

The comunission appointed by the United States Govern-
ment, February, 1904, for the study and treatmeit of anemia
in Porto Rico, has submitted a report to the governor of that
island. This report covers two hundred pages, and is printed
both in the Spanish and in the English language.

When the commission began its investigation in Porto
Rico, it established a hospital, consisting of tent-wards, first at
Bayamon, and later at Utuado, the inost anemie districts of
the island. Dr. Bailey K. Asheford was put in charge.

" This report (medicine) thoroughly discusses the subject
of trophical anemia depending upon uncinariasis. Beginning
with the etiology of the disease, we find a thorough descrip-
tion of the life history, incidence, modes of infection, and dis-
tribution of the uncinaria worm. Theû1 follows a careful study
of the symptoinatology of the disease, the life history of the
uncinaria in the human host, the course, prognosis and lethal-
ity. The sections on prophylaxis and treatment are especially
good."

The conclusions of the commission are of interest: The
disease known as " anemia " in Porto Rico is only a symptom
of sone definite pathologic entity or a consequence of some
aberration of physiologic processes caused by improper diet,
unhygienic surroundings, etc.

The finding of a specific disease which produces anemia,
and the disappearance of this synptom under treat-
nient, directed to the disease alone, while the general causes
reiain. urniodified, lead us to believe that the anemia is due,
in the great majority of instances, to this specific disease, i.e.,
1meinar.'Iasis or ankylostoniasis.

This disease is caused b*y -the presence of a small worm
(iucinaria) in the intestines of the patient. This parasitie
worm gains entrance to the subject generally by penetration
of the larva through the skin.

The disease is marked by profound anemia and degeneration.
of vital organs, leading to chronic invalidism, and often results
in dleath. About 90 per cent. of the rural population in all

parts of the. island are affected. The la.ge ninber of sufferers
mxust effect the social and econoinie status of the country.
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The affectation is curable in the majority of cases, and is
susceptible to restriction or elimination in proportion to the
observance of elementary hygienic laws and treatuient and
cure of those already affected.

The few cases in which anemia is symptomatic of other dis-
ease or condition are the saie as in other countries, and are
produced by the saie causes. As exceptions to the rule tiey
tend to streugthen our conclusions that the prevalent anemuia
in Porto Rico is a consequence that three drugs were of value,
namely, thymol, male-fern and beta-naphthol.

First, the patient received a purge of salts, and then on the
following day vas made to fast until one o'clock, and then was
given doses not exceeding four grams; then another purge was
given to remove the bodies of the parasite. The purpose of the
first purge was to clear the intestines of mucus, etc., so as to
allow the thymol to act. The thymol and purge treatmct ,was
continued once a -week until the feces showed no more un-
cinaria. The commission generally used froin two to four
grais of thymol, and fifteen to forty grams of sodium sulphate
before and after the thymol.

While the thymol kills the parasite, and the purges remove
them from the intestines, these remedies only clear the body
of the cause of the disease, and it is necessary to restore the
blood to its normal condition, therefore, in many of the cases,
the commission used Pepto-Mangan (Giude) in the intervals
between the doses of thymol.

"<A noteworthy fact is that none of the patients showed any
digestive disturbance after the administration of Pepto-
Mangan, although the remedy was used for many weeks in
eacli case.

"When we remember the extremely low state in which most
of these patients were found on admission, and the fact that
several suffered from gastro-intestinal symptoms incident to
their disease, this detail is by no means to be underestimated."
-The Southern Practitioner.

Dr. W. E. Fitch says (Soutiern Medicine, Dec., 1904):
"The medical profession are under obligations to Dr. Stiles
(Government Zoologist at Washington), for the pioneer work
he has done in ankylostomiasis. Before he published his
studies on the sub.iect, the disease was regarded as hopelessly
ineurable, because its etiology was inknown and its nathology
nnstudied. Now, uncinaria, through the pioneer investiga-
tion of Dr. Stiles, bas become one of the most easily diagnosed
and readily curable affections."

In the treatment of the anemia of " ankylostomiasis " we
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